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Historic Properties
ABATRON'S building, restoration and maintenance products excel at meeting tough challenges. They have been specified for over two decades by architects, government agencies, builders and other professionals for a multitude of applications. The products are based on epoxies, urethanes, acrylics and other materials in wide ranges of viscosity, hardness, flexibility, thermal, chemical and mechanical properties. Below are product highlights:

### Wood Restoration

**WoodEpox**: Structural, non-shrinking adhesive paste is used in any thickness to fill and replace missing wood.

**LiquidWood**: Liquid, penetrating consolidant for restoring strength and function to rotted or spongy wood.

Both LiquidWood and WoodEpox permanently restore windows, columns, clapboards, logs and most rigid surfaces.

### Stone, Concrete, Masonry Restoration

**AboCrete**: Permanently repairs and resurfaces concrete. Fills cracks and bonds broken sections.

**AboWeld 55-1**: Slump-resistant structural paste repairs and reshapes stairs, statuary and vertical surfaces.

**AboJet**: Structural crack-injection resins that permanently weld back together foundation walls, columns, etc. Prevent water infiltration.

**Abojet** bonds structural walls.

### Moldmaking and Casting Compounds

**MasterMold** 12-3: Non-toxic polyurethane paste for flexible, large and small molds. Can be applied on site.

**MasterMold** 12-8: Liquid 12-3 for making pourable molds.

**Woodcast**: Lightweight interior/exterior casting compound.

### Structural Adhesives, Protective Coatings, Sealants, Caulks

**Abocoat and Abothane Series**: Protective coatings for floors, walls, tanks and tubs.

Wide selection of adhesives and sealants for most environments. Meets specifications for composites, structural and decorative components, indoors & outdoors.

---

For FREE CATALOG call 1-800-445-1754
What Not to Ring
On the whole, multitone vintage chimes (see page 30 for more) are a sweet-sounding antidote to today's electronic doorbells. But as antique doorbell expert Tim Wetzel explains, there are some vintage chimes you're better off avoiding, whether it's because they're prone to problems, difficult to repair, or nearly impossible to find replacement parts for. Before you invest in a set of vintage chimes, read Wetzel's blacklist and save yourself a few headaches.

Arts & Crafts
Fireplaces to Go
Whether they're tucked inside an inglenook or boasting an eye-catching tile surround, fireplaces in Arts & Crafts homes are understandably revered centerpieces. Once you've read up on their history on page 22, consult our online guide to see where you can spot some one-of-a-kind fireplaces in the wild. Whether you need restoration inspiration or an excuse for a mid-winter getaway, these cozy corners are sure to hit the spot.

Share Your Budget Ideas
No one ever said restoring an old house was an inexpensive endeavor—but there are ways to stretch your budget without compromising on the quality of your restoration. Homeowners Tim and Paula Schmitt accomplished it by taking their time to tackle projects and doing whatever work they could themselves (see their story on page 34). Log on to our special forum to share your own cost-saving tips and get ideas from fellow old-house owners.
editor's note

Working Harder

For this first OHJ issue in 2012, we thought we'd give the magazine a couple of tweaks to ring in the New Year. I've been hearing that you'd like to see more how-to in our pages, and I've been listening. For starters, we'll have a brand-new two-page story in every issue that outlines a simple—but critical—old-house repair. In this issue, we explain how to remove molding without breaking it, something every old-house owner will need to do sooner or later to patch in broken pieces or refinish woodwork (see Restore It Right, page 50). You'll also find more instruction in stories like "Ring My Bell," an overview of vintage door chimes with insights on how to get them sounding again (see page 30). Expect, too, to see more hands-on articles featuring DIY tips from pros over the next year, like this issue's "Custom-Carved Cove" (page 40), which details how to make cove molding from stock lumber. Even our classic historic overview articles will get a little more hands-on; in this issue, bungalow queen Jane Powell both examines the architectural diversity of Arts & Crafts fireplaces and gives tips for restoring them (see "Hearth of the Matter," page 22).

Arts & Crafts is a popular topic in February, because that's when Asheville, North Carolina's Grove Park Inn holds its annual conference on the subject, drawing devotees from all over the country. To celebrate this event's 25th anniversary, I invited its director, Bruce Johnson, to walk us through his favorite Asheville highlights in My Town. You won't be surprised to learn that the Grove Park Inn makes his list—see what else did beginning on page 18. For more bungalow inspirations, check out Old House Insider, which chronicles a creative approach to this classic house style both inside and out (see page 44).

Finally, since I've been having so much fun exploring the architecture of my new home state of Michigan, I asked Style guru James C. Massey and Shirley Maxwell to overview one of my newfound treasures: the Ford Homes District in Dearborn. It seems that in addition to bringing multiple innovations to car manufacturing, Henry Ford brought some to neighborhood development as well (see "Neighborhood Assembly," page 56). His visionary approach to building houses resulted in a distinctive, charming community we old-house folks would all be proud to call home.

Be sure to let us know how you like these changes, and what else you'd like to see in the magazine. I always enjoy hearing from you.
Feeling the Heat

I've been a longtime reader of OHJ; your recent feature on high-velocity mini-duct HVAC systems ["Small Wonder," December/January] was of special interest to me. I live in a not-so-old (1937) house that has single-pipe steam heat, and about a decade ago, I installed a high-velocity system for air conditioning.

The biggest benefit of the system came when I decided to put in a geothermal heating and cooling system. Because we had already installed a forced-air system, the change was fairly simple (changing the air handler, installing the geothermal unit, and drilling wells). The pay-off has been fantastic. We went from burning through countless gallons of oil and the temperature swings and balancing issues that come with a steam system to much lower overall energy consumption and constant, even heat. Our old house now has a fairly cutting-edge, energy-saving heating system. And if we feel nostalgic, we can still crank up the boiler and feel the steam!

Peter Rothstein
Huntingdon, Pennsylvania

Going Soft

Your sidebar about different types of mortar [in “Stone by Stone,” October/November] was great—I have very soft brick that was hand-fired in the front yard back in 1871. The problem is, I cannot find Type O or K mortar mix. Is there a way to make N mortar mix into the softer O mix? Or do you know of a dealer who sells this mix?

Keith Lewis
Via email

According to author Steve Jordan, you cannot buy type O or K mortar premixed; it must be mixed on site. “To make a lime mortar today,” he says, “masons use modern hydrated lime and sand. Most masons agree that mixing the mortar a day or more ahead improves workability. Many masons also prefer adding Portland cement to improve the workability and decrease set-up time. For Type K mortar, mix 1 part Portland cement (white or gray), 3 parts lime, and 10 parts sand; for Type O, mix 1 part Portland cement, 2 parts lime, and 9 parts sand.” For more on historic mortar formulas, see Technical Preservation Services Preservation Brief 2 at nps.gov/hps/tps/briefs/brief02.htm. –Eds.
Reader Tip of the Month
When my wife and I put a new kitchen in our old house, we had a window that dipped below the height of the countertops. Instead of modifying the window opening (which would have involved replacing exterior siding), we simply dropped the level of the countertop below the window opening by using an upper cabinet with a false toe-kick below and the countertop above. It created a unique "nook" area, broke up the monotony of continuous countertops, and provided a perfect spot to unload grocery bags.

Andy Streenz
Via MyOldHouseOnline.com

Ghosts Busted
In regard to your story about haunted houses ["Is Your House Haunted?", October/November], I am a ghosthunter as a hobby. EMF detectors are used mainly to look for EMF in houses in high amounts. Old homes tend to have this problem; the occupants will claim the house is haunted, but will find out that their exposure to high EMF was causing hallucinations and creepy feelings. Often, when the electrical issues are resolved, the "haunting" goes away. Diagnosing a house as haunted by using an EMF detector is just plain incorrect.

Emily
Via OldHouseOnline.com

You're right, Emily. We have a 100-year-old home, and every few years around spring, we heard a child sobbing—at first outside, then in the house. My daughter heard her name called. Whisperings and footsteps late at night were also common. Finally, we replaced our electrical system, and that ended our "haunting."

Jaceen
Via OldHouseOnline.com

Send your letters to OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubs.com, or Old-House Journal, 4125 Lafayette Center Drive, Suite 100, Chantilly, VA 20151. We reserve the right to edit letters for content and clarity.

www.oldhouseonline.com

Circle 026 on Free Information Card
Lights Out for Incandescents

Since the debut of the carbon filament light bulb more than a century ago, the warm glow emitted by incandescent bulbs has become a staple of old-house interiors. But when the Energy Independence and Security Act goes into effect in January, incandescent bulbs as we know them will begin to disappear from store shelves.

Cathy Choi, a certified lighting specialist for Bulbrite, likens the change to increased fuel-efficiency standards for automobiles. Beginning in January 2012, bulbs with a brightness equal to 100 watts can only consume a maximum of 72 watts of energy; over the next two years, the efficiency requirements will be upped for 75-, 60-, and 40-watt bulbs, too.

As an alternative, Bulbrite offers halogen bulbs that meet the new standards and are comparable to incandescents in appearance, price, and light quality. "Halogen is a type of incandescent bulb, so the way it produces light is very similar," Choi explains. "It's a very easy transition." Halogen bulbs also are easily dimmable, making them a good choice for fixtures hooked up to a dimmer switch.

If you're looking for greater energy gains than halogen bulbs provide, Rejuvenation product manager Tina King points to the advances that have been made in compact fluorescent (CFL) and LED bulbs. "Most consumers still think of the cool light that the first CFLs produced, but the technology has greatly improved." CFLs are given a color temperature rating, she explains, typically between 2700K and 5500K. The lower the number, the warmer the light will be. "If you want a warm glow, go for a bulb in the 2700K range," King suggests.

Rejuvenation also offers CFLs fitted with covers to mimic the look of incandescent bulbs.

If you're more concerned with appearance than efficiency, reproduction bulbs—such as the Edison-style bulbs offered by both Bulbrite and Rejuvenation—remain untouched by the legislation. "I think the intent of the law was to reach the most commonly used bulbs," Choi explains. "Replica bulbs aren't widely used for general illumination."

While many incandescent bulbs will soon be history, it's clear that the warm glow beloved by old-house aficionados isn't going anywhere. "We just have to re-educate ourselves about something we took for granted for a hundred years," says King.

Home on the Ranch

Mid-century ranch houses may be considered historic these days, but there's still not a lot of ink devoted to them in the old-house world. That's why the online publication Ranch Houses in Georgia: Guidelines for Evaluation is such a great resource for ranch owners, even if they live nowhere near the state. Published by the Georgia State Historic Preservation Office's Ranch House Initiative, the digital booklet gives a comprehensive overview of the style's evolution (complete with archival images and ads, floor plans, and current photos), a guide to identifying ranch houses, and a checklist for determining a ranch's suitability for a historic designation (with remodeled examples as a warning sign). As ranches take their first steps into the world of historic housing, this publication can help their owners avoid potential stumbling blocks. Download a copy at georgiashpo.org/historic/housing.
The process of decorating an old house is often as challenging as it is enjoyable. For every perfect salvage-store find that’s just right for that corner of the living room, there’s certain to be plenty of empty space you just don’t know what to do with. Add to that the fact that most mass-produced furnishings tend to be a bit anachronistic in old houses, and you’ve definitely got your work cut out for you. Fortunately, two new books provide loads of inspiration and ideas for giving old-house interiors an instant sense of history.

In Passion for Primitives, Franklin and Esther Schmidt (a husband-and-wife team whose photographs have appeared in countless shelter magazines, including OHJ) turn their lens on folk décor, showcasing painted furniture, pewter serving ware, canvas floorcloths, and a host of other simple, artisan-made items in a variety of settings. With chapters devoted to outdoor décor, the art of mixing high- and low-style primitive antiques, and the best architectural settings for displaying primitives, the book is an excellent source of ideas for anyone looking to decorate an early American house.

In a similar vein, Steve and Brooke Giannetti explore the idea of using antiques and salvaged items to create timeless interiors in their book, Patina Style. The couple—who are behind the design firm Giannetti Home and the blog Velvet & Linen—walk readers through the building blocks of their decorating philosophy, which relies heavily on salvaged elements with time-worn finishes. Beyond the eye-candy photographs, the Giannettis offer up plenty of tips for working one-of-a-kind pieces into a room, from using salvaged doors and shutters as wall decoration to repurposing an antique cabinet as a double-sink vanity.
Q: Do you have any advice on how to clean and paint a cast iron radiator?

A: Dan Holohan: With radiators, as with many things in an old house, preparation is the key. Paint will adhere better to a clean surface than to one that's dirty, so get some stiff brushes that can reach around corners and into tight spaces, and a bucket filled with hot water and trisodium phosphate (TSP). TSP is a powerful soap that will clean just about anything, but some communities don't allow it because phosphate detergents can damage aquifers. (A good substitute for TSP is MEX, an inexpensive commercial soap. If you can't find MEX, look for phosphate-free TSP.)

If paint is peeling off your radiator, you'll have to remove it before you can prime the radiator. This can be a very tough job, especially if you're leaving the radiator in place while you work on it. You'll want to use a wire brush to scrape away flaking paint. You also can use paint strippers, heat, steam, or a multi-tool—but be careful with heat, as it can damage the paper gaskets between radiator sections that some manufacturers used in the old days. How many times you can paint over old paint depends on the condition of the paint. If it's in good shape—i.e., has minimal flaking—there's no limit to the number of layers you can have. Paint offers no insulating value, so that's not a concern—but many coats of paint will dull the Victorian detailing of older radiators.

The ultimate way to prepare a radiator for painting is to have it sandblasted, but this involves removing the radiator from your house, which can be challenging since old pipes sometimes break when you put a wrench to them. If the pipes look OK, and you have a strong back and helpers, remove the radiator and take it to a professional painter's shop. They can have your radiators sandblasted before they paint them. If you don't want to hire a pro, check with a place that sells cemetery monuments—they may be able to do the sandblasting, but won't take responsibility for any leaks that may result.

Sandblasting will bring the cast iron back to its original condition; from there, you should consider powder coating, which will make your radiators look brand new. Powder coating is a process that uses positive and negative electrical charges to draw the powdered paint to the metal, then heats it to create a smooth, porcelain-like finish. Normally, radiators are powdercoated at 400 degrees F, but be sure to ask—a temperature higher than that can burn paper gaskets, which can cause leaks. Depending on where you live, sandblasting and powder coating a large radiator can cost as much as $400, but the results are terrific.

If powder coating isn't in your budget and you want to paint the radiator yourself, the right tools for the job are a small paint roller and a radiator brush. The latter looks like a tiny hockey stick; the shape makes it easier to get into those tight spots.

Professional painters prefer oil-based paints and primers for radiators, because they adhere very well to any marginally prepared surfaces. (You may not be able to clean every nook and cranny.) Some heating contractors also have reported good results with latex paint over an alkyd, oil-based primer. As for brands, Sherman-Williams, California Paints, and Benjamin Moore Satin Impervo are all good choices to use in a spray mechanism. Benjamin Moore sprays particularly well and finishes beautifully.

The low-budget approach will have you shopping for cans of spray paint designed for metal surfaces, but from what I've seen, standard Rustoleum-type spray paint takes quite a while to stop out-gassing once the radiator gets hot, and that's not pleasant. It also becomes tacky when the radiator heats up, especially on steam radiators—a tacky
radiator is not a good place to leave those wet hats and gloves. (Rustoleum does make a high-temperature spray paint, which gives better results, but is limited in the choice of colors.)

Speaking of color, if you're trying to match the wall behind the radiator, choose a color that's a shade lighter than the color of the wall. Radiators seem to darken after a few heat cycles, so if you begin with a lighter shade, you should end up with a match.  

Dan Holohan, a longtime contributor to OHJ, runs the website HeatingHelp.com and is the author of the book The Lost Art of Steam Heating.

Q: Some of my interior doors are warped. Is there any way I can repair them? A few are bad enough that the center horizontal brace in the door is starting to split, along with some of the panels. —Martin

A: It's going to require removal of the doors into your shop, lots of steam, very long pony clamps, and some wood blocks...lots of work and lots of patience, and you may get them improved. —John K.

A: I had a really warped door in my previous house. We took it off the hinges and clamped it down to straighten it out. —Red Queen

A: How are the doors finished (paint, varnish, oiled, bare, etc.)? Doors can sometimes become warped if they are finished on one side only or have a different finish on each side, which can cause uneven moisture absorption and drying characteristics. Occasionally, when the source of warping is eliminated or mitigated, a warped door might eventually straighten out on its own. —A.R. Bowes
Right Angle Drill
For drilling in tight spaces,
a right angle drill is a DIYer's best friend.

By Ray Tschoepe

When you're restoring an old house, it's not uncommon to need to drill a single hole or a series of holes in wall studs or floor joists to accommodate wiring or plumbing.

And after just a few minutes into the project, you're likely to discover that, although you've carefully mapped the route, you can't drill the holes because your drill and bit are too long to fit into the space between the joists.

You can try drilling angled holes, but this probably won't create the neat passages you need. If the length difference is relatively small, a short spade bit might work. If not, you need a right angle drill.

What to Look For
Many manufacturers produce a line of right angle drills. They look just like typical corded or cordless drills, except they have a geared head that rotates the chuck at 90 degrees to the axis of the body. Without the bit, the head (including the chuck) is only a few inches long, much smaller than an ordinary drill. (Despite the smaller size, right angle drills still can accommodate most ordinary bits.) This design allows you to work in tight places that otherwise would be impossible to reach.

One thing you'll notice when you use a right angle drill is that you can't exert pressure on the bit with the hand holding the drill, as you would with a regular drill. Rather, pressure is best applied to the back of the drill head with your other hand. Most manufacturers offer handles that screw into the side of the head so you can apply pressure where it's needed.

When you're comparing drills, keep in mind that the shorter the main body of the drill is, the easier it will be to control. I also find that a small light built into the body of the drill is a helpful feature—chances are, if you're using a right angle drill, you're already in a tight spot, so any additional lighting is beneficial.

On average, a good-quality right angle drill will set you back around $200, so if you're working on a small project that only requires boring a few holes, purchasing a full right angle drill might not make financial sense. In this case, you can get a right angle attachment with a shaft that you can chuck into your existing drill. This rotates gearing inside a closed housing and changes the output angle at the chuck by 90 degrees. The result is a lightweight version of the right angle drill. (If you're looking at serious plumbing or electrical work, however, or if you're going to be drilling through tough material such as oak, iron, or stone, go ahead and spring for the full drill.)

The Bottom Line
A right angle drill will be the one you reach for when you need to drill close to a corner or when you're working through a small hand hole to attach an outlet box to a stud. These drills also can be fitted with screwdriver bits for fastening in tight spaces. Although it seems specialized, the right angle drill is a handy tool that will definitely pay for itself over time.
Minding Time

Passport in Time is an innovative program that lets volunteers participate in cultural heritage projects across the country. Program Manager Matt Dawson tells all.

By Demetra Aposporos

DEMETRA APOSOROS: What is Passport in Time (PIT)?

MATT DAWSON: PIT is a volunteer program, backed by the US Forest Service and now partnering with the Bureau of Land Management, that gets volunteers around the country involved with cultural heritage work. Our projects can involve archaeology, archival records, historic restoration, paleontology, and more. PIT has been operating since 1989.

DA: How are applicants selected?

MD: Unfortunately, we have a lot more interest in the program than there are projects some years. For example, if you've got a project that only takes 10 volunteers, and we get 100 applicants, we obviously can't take everybody. The more projects people apply for, the better the chance that they'll be selected; each project requires a separate application.

The goal is to make the public aware of their collective cultural heritage, and to preserve it.

Sometimes special skills—like carpentry and photography—play a role in selection, too. Applicants should be sure to list these.

DA: How does the Forest Service's cabin rental program impact PIT?

MD: The cabin rental program gives people the opportunity to stay in historic structures on public lands for a nominal fee of approximately $10 or $15 a night, depending on the site. Often that small revenue is enough incentive to justify restoration of a building that's been in disrepair and disuse forever and put it back into service. The cabin rental program has allowed structures to be saved that would otherwise have been lost, and owes its success to the efforts of hundreds of PIT volunteers across the country.

DA: How broad is the range of available work projects?

MD: We typically have projects in a range of categories. Because there's a cultural and historical focus to a lot of compliance work that many federal agencies do, there are probably more archaeological projects than others, but the next most common is historic restoration; then the list is peppered with different projects like paleontology, archiving records, and much more.

DA: Can anybody volunteer?

MD: It's project-specific. There are some projects that will allow kids to come (accompanied by an adult), and some where participants must be over 18. I'd say about 60 percent of our projects want people 18 or older, and the rest are looking for different mixtures of volunteers: some for family units, with some specifically encouraging parent/child volunteers; some for the experienced; some specifically designed for the inexperienced.

DA: What's the timeframe for the volunteer work?

MD: The "season" starts after federal budgets are approved—somewhere around the middle of February. So projects begin trickling in by the end of February, then start to pour in from mid-March through August. Fieldwork typically takes place from spring until late fall.

For more information on PIT and to see project listings, visit passportintime.com.
Bring some flair to your bungalow with these Arts & Crafts-style picks.

**Glass Act**
With bold colors and geometric designs, Kichler Lighting's Walcott collection puts a new spin on the art-glass lighting legacy of Louis Comfort Tiffany. The bronze-finish canopy and field of amber-colored glass on the semi-flush-mount fixture (shown) lend a traditional bent, while touches of turquoise and cut stone provide a shot of pizzazz. The same design is also available as a pendant, sconce, and table lamp. $417. Call (866) 558-5706, or visit kichler.com.

**Island Time**
Counter and cabinet space can be scarce in old-house kitchens, which makes Arhaus's Salem Island a must-have addition. The hefty piece features a fold-out top that expands its compact 28" width to 55" worth of prep space, and integrated drawers and shelves offer a wealth of storage. Made from solid pine by Amish craftsmen, its simple, rustic look is a natural fit for a range of old houses, from primitive Colonials to basic bungalows. Call (866) 427-4287, or visit arhaus.com.

**In Bloom**
If you're a fan of C.F.A. Voysey's graphic designs but can't bring yourself to paper an entire room, channel the legendary Arts & Crafts designer on a smaller scale. With swooping birds, blooming topiaries, and an Asian-inspired pavilion, the crewelwork on the Gazebo Pillow from Charleston Gardens recalls the nature-inspired whimsy of Voysey's wallpaper patterns. It's a decorative touch that's sure to lighten up an oak-filled Arts & Crafts interior. $195. Call (800) 469-0118, or visit charlestongardens.com.

**Partly Cloudlift**
The tiered cloudlift design popularized by Greene & Greene is one of the lasting hallmarks of Arts & Crafts styling. For his Tretter Buffet, furnituremaker Michael Colca blended this Asian-inspired element with other Far East influences. In true Arts & Crafts fashion, the heirloom-worthy piece showcases the beauty of both material (in this case, Appalachian cherry) and construction (pegged joints, dovetailed drawers), making it a striking addition to a bungalow dining room. $13,750. Call (800) 972-5940, or visit michaelcolca.com.
Our editors pick the best new products to make your old-house projects easier.

Quick-Change Artist
Specialty tasks—like cutting small holes for plumbing or wiring—often require specialty saws, which can necessitate having multiple tools at hand. But with their new 5-in-1 hacksaw, DeWalt has merged five of those specialty functions into one compact, flexible package. In its primary configuration, the 5-in-1 is a standard 90-degree hacksaw that can withstand up to 330 pounds of pressure. With a quick reconfiguration of the frame and blade, however, it transforms into a 45-degree saw, a low-profile hacksaw, a long-reach saw, or a pistol-grip jab saw. The tool comes with both hacksaw and reciprocating blades; the blade not in use can be conveniently tucked away in storage compartment on the handle. $24.97. Call (800) 433-9258, or visit dewalt.com.

Compact Power
A power saw that can squeeze into tight spaces? No, you’re not dreaming—at just 7.7 pounds, Bosch’s BSH180 cordless band saw has the light weight and slim profile needed to perform in close confines. Its 18-volt battery pack can hold a charge through 150 cuts and is mounted above the handle for a balanced, ergonomic design. The blade can cut through up to 2½" of a wide variety of materials—including metal, copper pipes, and electrical cables—in a single pass, making it a particularly handy tool for plumbing or electrical work. $399. Call (877) 267-2499, or visit bosch.com.

It's a Snap
When you're making repeated cuts with a utility knife (such as when removing old carpet or slicing through paint buildup), it's easy to get slowed down by a dull blade. Irwin's 4-Point Snap Blade eliminates the hassle of having to regularly swap out blades—the carbon blades are scored on each edge so the end can be snapped off when the point gets dull, doubling the blade's lifespan. (The scoring is shallow enough not to affect the blade's cutting stability, but deep enough to be broken off easily with a pair of pliers.) Four notches on the top of the blade allow it to be fully extended regardless of how many tips have been snapped off. Prices start at $1.29 for a five-pack of blades. Call (800) 464-7946, or visit irwin.com.
Asheville, North Carolina
A local walks us through this gem of a city bursting with architectural treasures.

By Bruce Johnson

Asheville, North Carolina, is a city flanked by two famous bookends: the 1895 Biltmore Estate and the 1913 Grove Park Inn. Gilded Age Victorian to the south, austere Arts & Crafts to the north.

In between, like a collection of books, is an array of architectural delights—from Queen Anne and Colonial Revival to English Tudor and Art Deco, with enough bungalows mixed in to earn it the distinction of Arts & Crafts capital of the South. Combined, they create a city that's delightful to explore by car or by walking through the quirky, artsy, active downtown.

As cities go, Asheville was a late bloomer. Nestled in the lush French Broad River Valley and completely surrounded by the imposing Blue Ridge Mountains, it wasn't until the arrival of the railroad in 1880 that word spread of its healing effects. The city's warm natural springs, clean mountain air, hiking trails, panoramic views, brief winters, cool summers, and extended spring and fall seasons soon brought a steady stream of exhausted businessmen, Washington politicians, and curious tourists via the Southern Railway.

The combination of Asheville's location and its moderate yet distinctive seasons has resulted in its becoming a year-round tourist destination. Southerners come to escape heat and humidity, Northerners to avoid snow and ice. Together, they strengthen the local economy and support the trendy restaurants and upscale galleries unusual for a city of just 83,000 residents.

The Biltmore Estate
Among the city's early arrivals was George Vanderbilt II, who became so enchanted with Asheville that he spent nearly his entire inheritance on the 125,000-acre estate and 250-room manor he christened Biltmore. Designed by Richard Morris Hunt and modeled after a chateau the two men had toured in the Loire Valley, the Biltmore mansion and grounds replicated a working French estate. Vanderbilt spared no expense in its design, which included an indoor pool, bowling alley and exercise room, elevators, forced-air heating, and an intercom system—all considered revolutionary in 1895. Still family-owned, fully restored, and expanded to include a winery, world-renowned gardens, a hotel, several restaurants, and numerous outdoor activities, the Biltmore Estate attracts more than a million visitors to Asheville each year.

Just outside the estate's gate is the picturesque Biltmore Village, a collection of stucco-and-half-timbered buildings
Montford is one of Asheville's many walkable neighborhoods, and includes such architectural gems as the Queen Anne Rumbough House (above) and the Asian-flaired Arts & Crafts Keyhole House (right).

designed by Hunt's assistant, Richard Sharp Smith, a dapper and refined Englishman who became Asheville's most prolific Arts & Crafts architect. Once home to Vanderbilt's employees, Biltmore Village's buildings have been restored as gift shops, restaurants, and art galleries beneath leafy oak, maple, and sycamore trees.

The Grove Park Inn
Pharmaceutical manufacturer Edwin Wiley Grove arrived in Asheville in 1898 on his doctor's orders and, like many of us, fell in love with this mountaintop city. Grove developed a number of Arts & Crafts neighborhoods before placing a jewel atop Asheville's Sunset Mountain—the Grove Park Inn. He turned to his son-in-law, Fred Loring Seely (a friend and client of Roycroft's Elbert Hubbard), for the design of the 150-room resort. Seely created an Arts & Crafts masterpiece sculpted of granite boulders collected from Grove's 1,200 acres of land, and topped it with a natural red clay roof. As a result, the hotel looks, from a distance, as though it has risen out of bedrock.

Completed in 1913 and furnished by the Roycrofters of East Aurora, New York, the Grove Park Inn at once became known as "the finest resort hotel in the world." Today it's become a mecca for Arts & Crafts enthusiasts who yearn to relax in the Stickley, Roycroft, and Limbert settles, rockers, and Morris chairs filling the cavernous Great Hall and spilling out into the nearby hallways. The addition of a restored Donald Ross golf course and a world-class spa, plus the national Arts & Crafts Conference each February, enhance this historic hotel's cachet.

Asheville's Neighborhoods
Ask a local what makes Asheville special, and you'll often hear this simple answer: the neighborhoods. Laid out on lazy, winding streets with small lots, Asheville's cozy neighborhoods blossomed during the Arts & Crafts era, and remain as popular today as they were a hundred years ago. Walking down the streets of Norwood Park, Kenilworth, Albemarle Park, Grove Park, Beaver Lake, or Montford is like navigating the pages of a bungalow picture book.

A stroll down Montford Avenue through the city's first historic district lets you witness the career of Richard Sharp Smith unfold before your eyes. His early Queen Anne turrets give way to sprawling bungalows with wraparound porches, anchored to
my town

the ground by fieldstone foundations and square balustrades that resemble a Gustav Stickley spindle settle. Twenty years ago, many of Smith's homes were boarded up and neglected. Today, without exception, they all have been meticulously restored, with some of the larger ones carefully transformed into scrumptious bed-and-breakfast inns.

The gateway to north Asheville's Arts & Crafts district is Albemarle Park, another turn-of-the-century historic district. While cars no longer can squeeze through the arched entrance beneath the antique Gatehouse, the drive up the slope of Sunset Mountain feels like a journey back in time. Narrow streets, granite retaining walls, and fieldstone-lined swales make this neighborhood a walker's delight, its eclectic mixture of homes—from rustic cabins to English Tudors, and even a Richard Sharp Smith brick Georgian home called Brevemont—creating a dazzling texture of architectural styles.

**Art Deco Relief**

When architect Douglas Ellington arrived in 1926, fresh from the Beaux Arts Academy in Paris, Asheville was swimming in cash. Looking for something fresh and exciting, civic leaders embraced Ellington's proposed city building in the urban and colorful Art Deco style. He soon was under contract to design an Art Deco church, restaurant, public school, and fire station all within a mile of downtown Asheville, all of which were completed just months before the stock market crash of 1929. Well-constructed, this color feast of pinks, blues, and greens initially seemed out of character in this mountain Arts & Crafts city, but the buildings remain popular to this day—a reflection, perhaps, on the equally eclectic collection of people who now call Asheville their home.

**Bruce Johnson** directs the annual Arts & Crafts Conference and Antiques Show at the Grove Park Inn (February 17-19; artsandcraftsconference.com), and operates the website artsandcraftscollector.com.
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Stunning green tile accented by riveted iron straps makes the fireplace the centerpiece of the room in this Memphis bungalow. It's hard to believe a previous owner had painted the entire thing red.
Fire fulfills a deep and primal role in the human psyche. Even today, when fires are no longer needed for heating or cooking, fireplaces are routinely installed in houses. In Arts & Crafts homes, the fireplace took on almost religious significance, and even bungalows in warm climates were built with one.

Gustav Stickley was a big proponent, writing in *The Craftsman*, “The big hospitable fireplace is almost a necessity, for the hearth-stone is always the center of true home life.”

Almost always a feature of the living room, fireplaces also were found in dining rooms, bedrooms, dens, and basements. Frequently the fireplace was surrounded by built-in benches or settles to form an inglenook, which often had a lowered ceiling that provided a feeling of coziness and set it off from the rest of the room. With or without an inglenook, the fireplace usually was surrounded by some sort of built-ins—often glass-door bookcases with high windows above, but a drop-front desk on one side was fairly common as well.

**Bricks and More**

Chimneys were of masonry construction (brick, stone, concrete block), but the fireplace itself could be faced with a wide array of materials, including brick, stone, ceramic tile, cast stone, concrete, stucco, metal, or...
Grate Expectations

Given the popularity of metalwork in the Arts & Crafts movement, andirons—the metal supports for logs in a wood-burning fireplace—were a popular item. Because andirons aren’t terribly practical as a support device, they now serve a primarily decorative function—logs are generally held by a more practical grate.

Old fireplaces were open—they didn’t have glass doors or “chain mail” curtains. What they did have is freestanding fire-screens, generally made of metal; some of these were quite decorative. Generally they were either an upright rectangle, held up by a couple of feet, or a three-part folding screen, the center part generally being larger. The majority of the screen was some sort of mesh—brass, bronze, copper, or steel—with a metal frame around it, with decorative elements such as cutouts applied over the mesh. For summer use, a wood-framed screen around an embroidered or otherwise decorated fabric panel was an option.

Plaster—anything that wouldn’t burn. Brick was much favored, especially clinker bricks, those that had become vitrified and misshapen by sitting too close to the fire in the brick kiln. Before the bungalow era, clinker bricks were thrown away, making them cheap or even free, which no doubt made the eyes of many a speculative bungalow builder light up. Because clinkers were organic and interesting to look at, the movement embraced them, and soon they became trendy. Many other kinds of brick were used as well, from basic red or gold bricks, to wire-cut (textured) bricks, to bricks that were multicolored or spotted, and even decorative molded bricks.

Brick sizes have been standardized for centuries at 2 1/4" x 3 3/4" x 8". They come in many colors and textures, and
Clinker bricks are mixed with other bricks in a style of masonry known as “eccentric brickwork,” which becomes less eccentric as it moves up into the chimney. Just above the firebox, bricks form the letter A, the initial of the first owners.

Need more fireplace inspiration? Check out our list of iconic A&C fireplaces you can visit.
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Mantel Mania

Without a mantel, how could you display your tasteful collection of art pottery? And where would you hang the Christmas stockings? Mantels over Arts & Crafts-era fireplaces ranged from a simple shelf on brackets or corbels to a wide shelf spanning the adjoining built-ins. Generally made of wood—either a thick piece of solid wood or a box built to offer that illusion—mantels also could be made of the same material used to face the fireplace.

The area above the mantel might be filled by an overmantel, which, while much simplified from the excesses of Victorian versions, still could be quite a festival of moldings and mirrors.

**ABOVE:** An overmantel with an oval mirror sits on three doubled brackets over a tiled fireplace in an inglenook.

there are many ways of laying them, called bonds. Most people are familiar with running bond, where joints in each row are staggered by half a brick. Flemish bond features one brick turned on end every other brick. Multicolored brick patterns were referred to as tapestry brick. Brick also could be laid unevenly and randomly, known as eccentric brickwork. In Craftsman houses, brickwork was sometimes combined with river rocks to form what is generally referred to as peanut brittle, because of its lumpy appearance. Occasionally some use was made of glazed bricks, which were finished like pottery.

Stone, including fieldstone, river rock, cobblestone, or rubble stone, had the rustic look esteemed by bungalow designers. Split-face ashlar (rectangular cut stone with an irregular face), though a bit more formal, also was used on fireplaces. Cast stone, a molded product made from concrete and
Hood Ornament

Some fireplaces had metal hoods of copper, brass, bronze, or cast iron. Often merely decorative, some also served to lower the top of the firebox, creating a better draw. If you’re dying to have a hand-hammered copper hood in your house, this is where it should go (not over the stove). Coal-burning fireplaces had a cast iron surround and grate, and often had fenders on the hearth to prevent any coals that escaped the fireplace from rolling out into the room. These fireplaces came with summer covers, a matching cast iron piece for covering the fireplace when not in use—few of them survived the scrap metal drives of World War II.

Above: A tiled corner fireplace sports a hammerd copper hood with a decorative motif in the center.

Fine aggregates, often was used in place of actual stone. It could resemble whatever sort of stone was required, although sandstone and limestone were most prevalent. Pressed concrete was another option, molded into panels about 1½ thick, and large enough to constitute the entire front of the fireplace. These were molded and colored to resemble tile or stone, and sometimes real tiles were inset as accents.

Ceramic tile was also much in favor as a fireplace facing, from plain 6" x 6" field tiles to decorative art tiles from now-famous Arts & Crafts potteries like Grueby, Rookwood, and Batchelder. Many fireplaces combined decorative accent tiles and field tiles, with accents set into the center above the firebox, in the corners, or down the sides. Landscape tiles were particularly favored, with scenes of medieval castles, Spanish missions, and English villages. Most companies also could supply matching ceramic corbels (to hold up the mantel), keystones (for arched fireboxes), and various trim tiles. It was possible to order the whole fireplace front from the same company so the firebox could be constructed to fit the tiles instead of the other way around.

Some Arts & Crafts houses had transitional fireplace facings—a Victorian/Edwardian holdover, featuring highly glazed majolica tiles, usually a smaller version of subway tiles, generally measuring 1½ x 6" or 1¼ x 6", but sometimes as small as 1" x 3". These had semitranslucent glazes with color variations from light to dark within individual tiles.

Some fireplaces were simply faced with plaster or stucco, although plaster also was combined with brick, stone, or tile accents. Some fireplaces may have been influenced by Spanish Revival styles—particularly after the 1915 Panama-California Exposition in San Diego, designed in a Spanish Colonial style by architect Bertram Goodhue. A Spanish-influenced fireplace usually features a monolithic plastered firebox and chimney, often with built-in niches.

Many fireplaces were available in kit form: A builder could simply order a fireplace, and it would arrive with the masonry, the facing, and the damper, and could be turned over to the mason to install.

Finding the Fireplace

Later owners, in some misguided attempt to “modernize,” may have painted, covered up, or removed the original fireplace facing. Painting seems to be the most common indiscretion—the most cringe-worthy
**Restoration Ideas**

- Remember that you can always restore a fireplace that isn’t as original as it should be.
- If the fireplace facing has been painted, that’s easy to remove from tile; it’s harder to get off brick or stone, but still doable. (It will involve chemicals, scrubbing, and probably dental tools.)
- If the original fireplace was ripped out and replaced with something really horrid like a 1970s woodstove, remove it and build a proper fireplace that complies with current codes. If the facing has been covered up, you’ll need to rip off the covering. Sometimes you’ll find great tiles beneath; sometimes you’ll find nothing because previous owners removed the original facing. At that point, you’ll have to figure out what to reface it with.
- If you can’t deal with stripping paint, there is always the option of repainting in a more brick-like, stone-like, or tile-like color. (Don’t use semi-gloss paint—bricks and stone aren’t shiny, nor is most Arts & Crafts fireplace tile). Or you could faux paint it to look like brick or stone, although if you’ve never faux painted before, you should practice (a lot) before attempting the fireplace. (It might be worthwhile to hire a decorative painter.) Never paint an original, unpainted fireplace for any reason.
- If the fireplace has already been rebuilt or refaced with something inappropriate, it may be possible to simply cover it up. Many brick manufacturers make thin versions of brick for use as veneer (unfortunately no clinker brick), and tile is another option. Most tiles in the bungalow era were glazed by hand, even if the tiles were machine-made, which results in less uniformity in the glaze than modern tiles. Because a fireplace surround is U-shaped, tiling a fireplace is less straightforward than tiling a countertop (an arched firebox complicates things further). Tiles bigger than 6” x 6” tend to read as modern. Watch your spacing; fireplace tiles tended to have wider grout joints than the minimal ones used in vintage kitchens and bathrooms, especially if the tile was handmade. Joints up to ½” were common, although narrower joints (usually not less than ⅛”) also were used.

![With multiple layers of paint, a clinker-brick fireplace in a 1905 house was too far gone to save, so designer Michelle Nelson created a new covering.](image)

![The new facing uses handmade Syzygy tiles; Michelle laid the pattern out on the floor first to finesse the color distribution and grout lines.](image)

**Friend or Faux**

In 1901, Alfred Humphrey invented an inverted gaslight. Soon after, when it became apparent that electric light was going to take over, he used the same technology to come up with the Humphrey Radiant-Fire Heater, which used gas to heat ceramic inserts to incandescence. Many of these heaters were designed to be installed in a fireplace.

Eventually this led to other kinds of faux fireplaces, like gas logs, or my personal favorite, the electric fireplace consisting of a red lightbulb and a rotating cylinder of crumpled tinfoil to simulate flames (combined with a really fake-looking log). update I’ve encountered is painting the bricks bright red, and the mortar bright white. The paint chosen to paint a fireplace is invariably glossy, and 99 percent of the time, it’s white.

After paint, the most popular refacing material seems to be the dreaded “used brick”—not really used, but rather tumbled after manufacture, and consisting of mixed colors, mostly red, but with a lot of white and black on the surface. “Used brick” also comes in a thin veneer version.

More recent “modernizations” may find the fireplace being refaced with 12” x 12” stone tiles. Granite and marble seem to be the most popular, but slate is up-and-coming—because it looks kind of rustic, people think it is therefore appropriate for a Craftsman home. It’s not. However, all of these “updates” can be removed, and fireplaces restored to their original luster, with a little time and elbow grease.

Built during a time of radiators, furnaces, cookstoves, and electricity, most Arts & Crafts fireplaces weren’t necessary for lighting, cooking, or heat, yet they were still thought to play a central role in family life, embodied in the phrase “hearth and home.” Art & Crafts designers knew that there is no substitute for the joy of gathering around the fire.

Jane Powell is a restoration consultant and the author of five bungalow books.

**Project manager Chris D’Andrea made a new mantel on site from Western red cedar; it references the design of an original mantel in the living room.**

![image]
Green Motawi field tiles are combined with landscape and other decorative tiles in a seemingly random layout on this fireplace.
The electric doorbell isn't as modern an invention as we might think—the first doorbell was invented back in 1831. In the Victorian era, the doorbell rang a simple electric bell. In the 1930s, door chime invention and refinement eliminated the harsh buzz of electric doorbells or clang of the more gong-like bells, and the signature ding-dong of longbell chimes rang clear.
Fix #1: Cleaning the Plunger and Cylinder

A chime’s plunger can easily become sticky from corrosion, dust, and oil. The result? A lack of any sound, or only half of the intended ring (a “ding” but not a “dong”). Here’s how to remedy the problem:

1. Take note of your chime’s inner workings (they all can be slightly different). Drawing a simple diagram is a good idea.

2. Slide the plunger out of the cylinder, carefully placing aside the spring. Use extreme care, says Wetzel, as the wires that power solenoids are fragile like butterfly wings.

3. Use a metal polish like Semichrome, Wenol, or Autosol, which offer a protective wax finish; apply inside the solenoid coil tube with a Q-tip. Polishing the cylinder may require elbow grease and a rag. (Note: Chimes should never be oiled, as oil’s viscosity causes the plunger to gel up, collect dust, and eventually prevent movement.)

4. Reassemble the cylinder, plunger, and spring exactly as they looked in your diagram.

Longbell chimes filled U.S. homes—from bungalows to Tudors to ranches—until about the late 1960s, when the commonplace two-, three-, or four-note devices fell out of favor. Today, most doorbells ring a purely electronic device from a big-box store. But if a plaster niche shaped like a simple rectangle or ornate cathedral window graces your house’s entry, that’s a clue that it once hosted one of biggest home booms of the 20th century.

Restoring a set of vintage longbell chimes is anything but simple, says Tim Wetzel, owner of Knock Doorbells, whose restored chimes have gone on the sets of films and into homes throughout the U.S. “Most chimes were guaranteed by the manufacturer for one year,” he says. “A half century later, it should be surprising that many still work. In the interest of functionality and safety, even the ones that more or less work are ready for some TLC.”

If your home’s chimes aren’t sounding, the problem could stem from a malfunctioning transformer, incorrect voltage, nonfunctioning doorbell buttons, or faulty chime connections, among other problems. If you have the electrical or mechanical skills, you may be able to resolve the issue yourself; if not, call in a pro experienced in chime restoration to troubleshoot electrical or chime problems. Here’s a quick guide to getting those bells ringing once more.
Fix #2: Replacing Bell Hanger Loops

A bell's fabric loops can break or degrade, and cause the bell to fall or offer a poor sound. Here's how to replace your loops:

1. Remove the old, frayed, damaged loop. You can cut off any exposed old loop cord on the existing chime, and push the remaining cord down into the tube.

2. Tie a bowline knot out of nylon cord, making a loop about 1" in diameter. Make sure the knot is positioned correctly so that the plunger's strike face will hit the longbell beneath the knot. Once the knot is in the right spot, use a match to lightly fuse the knot and prevent fraying (you also can use a drop of super glue). The knot will secure the longbell into position.

3. Insert thin crafting wire through the chime's end plug, and push the wire until it comes out the bottom.

4. Twist the new loop onto the wire, then pull the wire up through the tube. Use needle-nose pliers to gently pull the wire loop and knot through the top of the bell.

5. The bell is now ready to hang (and ring) again.

Restored & New Chimes

Not interested in restoring your own chimes, or just want a new set? Here are a few options:

Knock Doorbells (knockdoorbells.com): Wetzel occasionally sells restored chimes on his site, traversing a wide range of eras. He has amassed a chime inventory awaiting restoration; if you tell him what you’re looking for in terms of type, style, era, price, and urgency, he can suggest options. (Wait patiently for a response; Wetzel works full-time for Rejuvenation and has limited time for his chime hobby.)


Historic Houseparts (historichouseparts.com): Sells vintage doorbells, new-old-stock chimes, and antique mechanical bells.

NuTone (nutone.com): Still offers a multitone resonator-style chime in multiple wood finishes; simple, compact styles; and several longbell options sold in individual parts.

Byron Bells (chbyron.eu/en): For a pre-1920 home, this UK-based company offers Wired Victoria Bells as a brass bell mounted on a wooden box. Several U.S. distributors sell the bells for around $250.

Etsy (etsy.com) and eBay (ebay.com): Both sites can be a good source for vintage doorbells; I picked up two fantastic new-in-box 1940s doorbells. Check used doorbells for functionality; a sticky doorbell stuck in an “on” position could start a house fire by overheating the chime solenoid, according to Wetzel. (Check his website for diagrams and information about doorbell wiring.)
Chime Glossary

**Cover:** The Bakelite, metal, or wood decorative cover that hides the chime's inner workings.

**Bell hanger loop:** The cotton, nylon, or other fiber loop the bells hang from.

**Bells:** The hanging metal tubes that emit sound.

**Solenoid:** An electromagnetic coil, plunger, and spring mechanism that powers the chime.

**Cylinder:** The tube the plunger moves through.

**Plunger:** The moving metal cylinder that brings the strike faces into contact with the bells.

**Strike faces:** The two rubber or wooden bumpers that physically contact the bells, making the ding-dong sound.

**Coil or spring:** The spring that returns the bumpers to neutral.

---

**LEFT:** Ever wondered how a doorbell works? When the doorbell is pressed (2), the solenoid is energized, and the plunger is driven to the right and strikes the right bell. As the doorbell is held (3), the solenoid remains energized, and the plunger bounces off the bell and rebounds without touching the left bell. Upon release of the doorbell (4), the solenoid is de-energized, and the spring pulls the plunger back and strikes the left bell. The plunger then returns to neutral (5) when it bounces off the left bell.

**BELOW:** Mid-century chimes, in a period advertisement (right) and in reproduction from Rejuvenation (left).

---

**Chime Types**

**Longbells** are the characteristic chime, featuring two, three, or four long metal bells hanging from the chime's mechanism and cover. Popular during the 1930s through 1950s.

**Resonators** feature short, thick tubes instead of long bells. The tubes are actually acoustic chambers that enhance the sound of xylophone-like reeds inside the tubes. Several styles of resonator chimes are available today.

**Compacts** are streamlined, rectangular-shaped chimes featuring neither bells nor tubes. They're more common during the mid-century (1950s-1960s) era through today.

---

**Fix #3: Replacing a Bell**

If one or more of the bells is broken, missing, or damaged, you may want to replace those metal tubes—but doing so isn’t easy. You can’t substitute a new bell for a nonworking bell unless it’s from the exact same model of chime. “Bell tuning is a result of alloy, diameter, length, and wall thickness, and there is no standard for vintage bells,” Wetzel explains. Different chime sets feature various brass alloys with differing coloration, volume, and resonance, so it’s unlikely to find a bell that can be easily swapped in for the missing or damaged bell. Your choices, according to Wetzel:

1. **Hang a piece of brass pipe just to fill the gap, for aesthetic reasons only. Cost: About $20.**

2. **Find a stray vintage bell to hang; search reuse stores or eBay. The chime may not sound the same (or even work), but the bell’s look may more closely resemble an authentic style. Cost: Price dependent upon seller, but generally $20+.**

3. **Buy an inexpensive new set of bells from NuTone (see “Restored and New Chimes” on the previous page), modify hangers, and replace all bells. Cost: $130+.**

4. **Scavenge a set of bells from a nonworking chime set. Replace all bells. Cost: Around $20 for a badly damaged or abused chime set, but can easily run into the hundreds.**

---

Tim Wetzel divulges the worst chimes ever—use only at your own risk!

*OLDHOUSEonline.com*
Bargain Bungalow

A Chicago couple transforms a neighborhood eyesore into an inviting home—on a reasonable budget.

Story by Nicole Sweeney Etter ◆ Photos by Andy Olenick

For three years, the 1920 stucco bungalow sat empty, home to only rats and grasshoppers and completely shrouded from view by towering pines. But when newlyweds Tim and Paula Schmitt spotted the “for sale” sign on the Evanston, Illinois, house, located just three blocks from Lake Michigan, they were thrilled. Never mind the decades of neglect; the yellowed, stained walls and ceilings; the brown shag carpeting and flamingo-pink kitchen; and the unmistakable odor of pet urine.

“We wanted to find a diamond in the rough, something that needed to be shined up,” Paula says. “When we walked in, right away it felt like there was good integrity to the house. Then it became sort of a fantasy—what could it become?” After house-hunting for a year in the pricey Chicago-area market, the first-time homeowners were relieved to snag a house that cost roughly half of others in the neighborhood. “Our budget wasn’t going to allow anything exorbitant,” Paula says.

Fortunately, the five-bedroom, two-bathroom house turned out to be a true gem. Soon after purchasing the home in September 2010, Paula and Tim discovered it was an official Evanston landmark. The Evanston History Center files note that “this house is an excellent representative of a bungalow, but its elements taken from the Craftsman and the Prairie styles provide it with a claim to special attention.”
ABOVE: An existing window seat (restained by Tim and Paula) helps hide a radiator while providing a sunny perch in the dining room. BELOW: After their electrician discovered electrical boxes hidden behind the living room plaster, Tim and Paula seized the opportunity to add Prairie-style sconces. RIGHT: Mark Mushinskiy helped draft the couple’s kitchen ideas, while carpenter Mykola Rudyy executed the plans, blending new cabinets with the old.

Diving In

Paula, a graphic designer, and Tim, a fifth-generation bakery owner, quickly learned they had inherited the mysterious house on the block. Neighbors gaped from the sidewalk while four overgrown pines were removed, revealing the home’s exterior for the first time in decades. They also cleared three 80’ pines that had swallowed the small backyard. Paula and Tim hated to cut down the trees, but they weren’t appropriate for the lot. A mess of weedy vines and an ugly chain-link fence also had to go. Soon, the 2,200-square-foot interior was flooded with light. They also removed an unsightly aluminum screen door and splurged on a new porch light—a handcrafted, amber mica reproduction of a 1905 Arts & Crafts-style lantern. “We wanted the house to look alive again,” Paula says.

Armed with a stack of bungalow books for inspiration and $1,500 in Home Depot gift cards they’d amassed through credit card points, they turned their attention to the inside of the house. They spent more than four months in a mad dash of renovations, trying to get the house into livable shape while they stayed with Tim’s parents. “Once we got into the project and we realized the scale of it, I think we got a little nervous,” Tim says.

Initially, they thought they’d move in by Thanksgiving. But then came Christmas. And then New Year’s. Without a general contractor, “we learned by doing,” Paula says, “and sometimes doing wrong.” A measuring mishap in the kitchen meant that the sink was 3” from being perfectly centered under the kitchen window, also throwing off the alignment of the range and range hood. Fixing it cost them nearly $700 and another month’s delay. Another setback came when they discovered too late that their newly refinished floors
weren't as dark as they'd hoped, forcing them to resand and restain the hardwood. They first called in experts to tackle asbestos on the basement's pipes and in floor tiles in the basement and back porch, then hired pros to update the electrical and plumbing. Although their tight timeline motivated them to hire help where they could, Paula and Tim tried to cut costs by performing several projects themselves. For example, when they learned that the water heater's flue would need to be relined—a $2,000 job—their chimney crew suggested rerouting it to the boiler's flue. Tim was able to do it himself, saving on the expensive repair.

The infrastructure work led to a serendipitous discovery by electrician James Ratajczyk, who was hired to rewire the house. During his initial walk-through, Ratajczyk noticed that the living room's plaster had several areas that changed slightly in texture. Hidden beneath were five old electrical boxes, which Tim and Paula used to install inexpensive Prairie-style sconces.

**Back to Basics**

The electrical boxes weren't the only things waiting to be revealed. "There were all these layers," Tim says. "We tried to get it down to more of a clean slate without destroying the style of the home."

The hardwood floors, for instance, were covered with a patchwork of brown shag, linoleum, and tile. Tim easily tore up the carpeting, whose padding had long stopped adhering to the floor. Prying up the linoleum and tile took crowbars, a chemical stripper, scrapers, and a lot of elbow grease.

The one room with exposed hardwood presented its own challenge: When they peeled back the dining room rug, they found Chicago newspapers from the 1940s shellacked to the hardwood floor, a relic of the previous owners' incontinent dog. "It looked like a collage," Paula says. "If it didn't smell really rank and awful, it'd be something you'd cut out and save."

They were forced to replace the dining room floor, but were able to restore the oak and pine hardwood throughout the rest of the house. They chose a dark walnut stain and restained the dining room's French doors and window seat to match the richer shade of the floors. "I think the dark, continuous hardwood floors make the house look larger and the rooms more grand," Paula says. "The darker color also helped hide some areas that had been stained over the years in a few of the bedrooms."

**Affordable Alterations**

Some projects turned out to be more complicated than expected. In the first-floor
bathroom, for instance, they needed to replace the broken toilet and didn’t realize that their 12" rough-in energy-efficient model wouldn’t fit until an emphatic contractor schooled them. So Paula began a city-wide quest for a 14" rough-in toilet, which she finally found at a small local plumbing shop.

They also refinished a clawfoot tub that was too big for the second-story bathroom and relocated it to the main bath. “I love bathrooms with a clawfoot tub,” Paula says. They hired a contractor to grind off the tub’s layers of paint and reglaze it, then had an antique hardware store replace the claw feet in brushed nickel.

Under the bathroom’s yellowed linoleum, they discovered the original 1" white hexagonal tile, and spent a full day scrubbing away the cement-like goo that had secured the linoleum. But when they ordered hexagonal tiles to fill in an area around the new tub, they learned that today’s 1" tiles are only 3/8". “There wasn’t going to be a good way to blend the new tiles with the old,” Paula says. So instead, they outlined the area in black pencil tile to make it look intentional.

The kitchen was another big project. “It was a glow of pink,” Paula says, referring to the hue that covered the walls and cabinets. They spent hours stripping five layers of paint and were able to preserve most of the original built-in cabinetry, though they tweaked the layout to create more counter space and accommodate their appliances. They also replaced the wall of laminate cabinets added by the previous homeowners with simple, affordable cabinets with recessed front panels to match the built-ins. To help them blend even more, carpenter Mykola Rudyy added trim and repurposed an unused cabinet door as the side panel. “He is really the
I-first I-the
I-there
I-I
I--
guy who made this come to life," Paula says. "He was really good at integrating the new cabinets. He did such a nice job of making them look like they've always been there."

They turned a flea-market find into a cost-effective center island, painting it a mossy green and topping it with butcher block reclaimed from the family bakery. A new copper under-mount sink and antique copper faucet finish the west-facing wall of the kitchen.

In the breakfast nook, Tim and Paula removed a '50s-style Formica table and had their carpenter fashion a table to match the design of the built-in benches, using a Corian countertop also reclaimed from the family bakery. They hope to eventually add Arts & Crafts-style wallpaper to the nook.

The bedrooms were easily transformed with refinished floors and freshly painted walls, though the ceilings were so dingy they took four coats of paint. The couple also repaired decaying plaster on the walls and crown moldings throughout the house.

The windows were in bad shape, too. "We love the original double-hung and casement windows in the house, but they have accounted for hours of work," Paula says. "The pros fixed broken panes and ropes. Tim pretty much did the rest." In addition to cleaning years of accumulated filth, he removed and repaired disintegrating screens, scraped peeling paint, and sealed loose panes.

Next Steps
There are still plenty of projects left on Paula and Tim's to-do list. The upstairs bathroom, which had a rotting floor, remains gutted, though they did find a second clawfoot tub on Craigslist that they plan to refinish.

"We're a real working couple with a real budget," Paula says. "We don't have endlessly deep pockets." So, they're pacing themselves. Eventually they hope to improve the insulation, add an upstairs den, replace the garage roof, repaint the exterior trim, and landscape the yard. But at this point, they're content to enjoy all the progress they've already made.

"We're so happy to be here," Tim says. "We love to be home, and everything we do is just icing on the cake."
CUSTOM-CARVED COVE

Get the look of historic cove molding by blending off-the-shelf parts with a little woodworking finesse.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY BRIAN CAMPBELL
Baseboards on the ceiling and upside-down baseboards on walls...as strange as it sounds, these are the elements of a three-piece assembly of cove molding I created to match original 80-year-old cove molding in a newer addition to my 1930s Georgian Revival home in Winona, Minnesota.

The original molding has just a 28-degree spring angle, giving it nearly twice as much rise as run, so it was impossible to find a match. I considered a full custom molding run, but given that it was just for one room, I decided that the setup charge for custom knife-grinding was cost-prohibitive—so I set about milling it myself.

The upper and lower parts of the three-part molding assembly are two pieces of off-the-shelf baseboard stock with a profile that matches the original moldings in the adjacent room. The third (middle) part is an elliptical cove that I milled on a table saw by passing 1x4 molding stock over the saw blade at an oblique angle. I used a 6' level clamped at a 30-degree angle as my fence and cut the cove in three light passes. While milling a standard cove involves centering the stock over the blade, for this elliptical version, the curve is milled with a tighter radius shifted to one side of the molding and feathered into an angled saw cut at the lower edge of the profile.

The cove in this molding is created from the outside in—you start by milling the angled edges of the molding first; milling the cove into the face of the molding is one of the final steps.

Evolution of a Cove

The initial cut (shown at far left) is made with the stock placed vertically, the fence on the left, and the blade set at 17 degrees. This is a kerf cut that will eventually become the bottom portion of the cove face (far right), so it should only go about 1 1/2" into the stock. The next four cuts are all made with the blade at 28 degrees; they will remove the corners at the edges of the cove. (The cuts meet to create a 90-degree corner at the top right and bottom left of the molding.) The first cut is made with the stock vertical and the fence to the right to shape the edge of the molding where it meets the wall. The second cut, with the stock flat and the fence to the left, shapes the edge of the molding that will meet the ceiling. The third and fourth cuts repeat the process on the other end of the stock; the third is a vertical cut with the fence to the right, while the fourth is a flat cut with the fence to the right. Once all four corners have been cut, the cove is milled at an oblique angle in three slow, shallow passes.
4 Steps to Creating Elliptical Cove Molding

1. To make the four cuts needed for the edges of the molding, I set the saw blade to 28 degrees (the spring angle of the original molding). All four edge cuts can be made with the same blade setting by simply moving the fence and by making some passes with the stock horizontal and some with it positioned vertically. The cuts must be made in a specific order, or the stock won't have the edge needed to make the next cut (see "Evolution of a Cove," previous page). After the edges have been cut, the cove is milled by passing the stock over the blade three times, carving out very little material on the first pass and raising the blade slightly for each additional pass. To create the oblique angle needed for the cove, I removed the stock fence on the saw and clamped a level to the table at a 30-degree angle to serve as the fence.

2. After all the cuts were made, I sanded the face of the molding with a 1/4" sheet sander, smoothing out the transition between the concave upper portion of the cove face and the angled cut on the lower portion. The molding was then primed to prepare it for installation.

3. To join the finished sections of cove, I cut a 22.5-degree scarf joint on the end of each piece to splice them together. Scarf joints are generally favored by restoration carpenters for historic accuracy—and because they are harder to see, provide more surface area for glue to bond to, and allow the two pieces to be through-nailed to each other, rather than just nailed to the backing. For this assembly, I stapled a 12"-long, 2"-wide rip of 1/4" plywood to the back of the cove to reinforce the scarf joint.

4. To install the moldings, I used a marking block to determine the proper position for the two strips of baseboard that would become the edges of the molding, then nailed the baseboard pieces to the wall and ceiling with finish nails. The baseboards function as a nailing surface for the cove layer, which is attached directly in the center of the two baseboard layers to provide a consistent reveal on either side. Once the moldings were installed, I sanded along the scarfs to remove minor variations in profile and blend the pieces together. Once the finished assembly was painted, it was virtually indistinguishable from the original molding in the adjacent room.

Brian Campbell restores historic homes as the owner of Basswood Architectural Carpentry in Winona, Minnesota.

SAFETY tip

This is a unique process—wood milled at an oblique angle behaves differently than wood fed parallel to the blade. Not only is kickback a potential problem, but the unique approach angle makes predicting the direction of kickbacks challenging. In addition, the operation must be performed without a blade guard—but because the blade is barely above the table surface, the wood itself acts as a guard in a limited sense. The best way to ensure safety is by making multiple slow, shallow passes. Careful experimentation with the technique is the only way to become proficient with this method, but even those familiar with the technique are wise to go slowly and be very careful.
The baseboard pieces are installed first (A); the cove is then fitted in the center and nailed to the baseboards. Installing molding can be a one-person job with the help of telescoping “third hand” poles (B). Once the cove pieces have been fastened to the wall, the scarf joints connecting them are sanded (C) to create a seamless appearance. The primed cove (D) is now ready to be painted to match existing trim.
Coming Up
Craftsman

A Pasadena couple revives a worn-down and remuddled bungalow with the help of a savvy design duo.

Story by Clare Martin • Photos by Nick Savoy

Bill and Anita Morris were pretty skeptical the first time they walked through their 1910 bungalow in Pasadena, California. Although the house boasted plenty of original details—from shingle siding and a quarter-sawn oak front door to box-beam ceilings and a built-in buffet in the dining room—it needed plenty of work, too. Most of the woodwork had been painted white, and the kitchen and bathroom had been remuddled by previous owners. Never having restored a house before, the Morrises weren't quite sure they were up to the task of bringing back its period character.
With reproduction Batchelder tiles and glass-fronted bookshelves, the re-created fireplace surround is the focal point of the open den and living room. OPPOSITE: A new color scheme of earthy greens and browns brought an Arts & Crafts aesthetic to the exterior.
Stripping all of the painted woodwork in the house would have required too much time and money, so designers David Goldberg and John Douglas focused their efforts on key elements—doors and built-ins—instead.

Enter David Goldberg. A local real-estate agent, he tackles home restorations in his spare time, having caught the old-house bug at an early age while watching his parents re-create an English manor house in Bel Air. Over the past two decades, he's consulted on and restored countless vintage homes in the Los Angeles area. Familiar with David's background, Bill and Anita's agent suggested that the couple meet with him to talk through what restoring the house would entail.

"Often people are afraid of houses that need work," says David, "but after I consult with them, they'll feel confident that they can do the work." Tapping into David's expertise did the trick for Bill and Anita, too; they purchased the home and handed over the design reins to David and fellow designer John Douglas.

**Bringing It Back**

Although many original details remained, "cosmetically, the house was very run down," David says. The exterior shingle cladding was a dull gray set against white trim; it was repainted in a mossy green, accented with warm brown and brick red. "The painting made a huge difference in the visual appeal of the house," says Anita.

Inside, all of the original doors were still intact, with their original hardware, but both the doors and the hardware had been painted white. John and David dismantled the doors and had them stripped, replated, and polished.
With refurbished built-in storage, a custom-blended paint color on the walls, and restored vintage lighting, the dining room—which opens to a small screened porch—is one of Anita's favorite rooms in the house. "It's a wonderful space for entertaining," she says.

One glaring omission from the home's interior was a fireplace surround framed by built-in, glass-fronted bookcases, a common feature in many bungalows of the era. Referencing other houses in the neighborhood, David and John designed a period-accurate replacement, staining it to match other woodwork in the house and facing the firebox with reproduction Batchelder tile. "As a real-estate agent, I go in houses every week and take photographs or remember details," David says. "All you have to do is copy things."

Because virtually nothing original was left in the kitchen or master bathroom, they were gutted and completely redesigned. John and David also converted a large closet into a small ensuite bathroom for the guest bedroom. For these new spaces, "We were interested in doing things that were in the spirit of the period," says Anita, "without being period correct." The revamped kitchen, for instance, features a mix of Shaker-style cabinets, granite countertops, a stainless steel Wolf range, and an art-tile backsplash. "Here in Pasadena, there are resources for everything," says David. "You can get reproduction tile, pedestal sinks—it's really easy to redo a kitchen or a bath."

The small pool in the back yard—a must-have for Bill and Anita—presented a bit more of a challenge for David and John. "We had almost no land to work with, but were able to slam the carport up against the property line, which gave us just enough room to squeeze in a tiny pool," says David. A decorative tile panel running along the back of the pool gives it a bit of Arts & Crafts flair. "They wanted it to feel almost like a fountain or a pond," John says.

**Products:** All paints, Benjamin Moore. All tile from Mission Tile West. Exterior: Cladding color, custom mix similar to 'Cabbage Patch'; Porch deck color, 'Country Redwood'. Living Room/Den/Dining Room: Light fixtures and furnishings, Revival Antiques; Rugs, Messerian Rugs. Bathroom: Pedestal sink and faucet, George's Plumbing Supply; Porcelain sconces, Rejuvenation. Kitchen: Paint color, 'Eggshell'; Custom cabinets, West Valley Custom Cabinetry; Range, Wolf; Bin pulls and cupboard catches, Restoration Hardware and Crown City Hardware.
The Bottom Line
Keeping the project within budget was a key concern for Bill and Anita—but they didn't want to skimp on the details. "They always went for quality," says John, "but they didn't necessarily spend top dollar." This meant David and John had to get creative in their approach.

Case in point: the light fixtures. For the main areas of the house, John and David selected beautifully restored vintage lights from Revival Antiques, a local store that's often David's go-to source for lighting on restoration projects. In less visible areas, however, they relied on reproduction fixtures from Rejuvenation and Schoolhouse Electric. "The fixtures are accurate reproductions, and they're relatively inexpensive—$100 versus $1,500 for a vintage light," says David.

They also decided not to strip the white paint off of the box beams and trim in the living room, den, and dining room, choosing to concentrate instead on refurbishing the built-in buffet and china cabinets. "Stripping things in place is really difficult and expensive," David says. "When you're trying to do an accurate restoration, it can really add up."

Fortunately for the Morrises, the house had enough original character that they were able to enhance it without breaking the bank. "When you have a nice look to begin with and mix in inexpensive things," says John, "it just looks wonderful."
CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Set in a field of inexpensive white subway tile, Art Nouveau-style decorative tiles bring a dash of color to the kitchen’s otherwise neutral palette. The small pool in the back yard has a fountain-like feel; to stay on budget, John and David chose to cover the patio with concrete pavers that simulate the look of variegated brickwork. Simple but period-appropriate tile, plumbing fixtures, and lighting highlight a new bath in a former closet.
Removing Trim

BY THE OHJ EDITORIAL STAFF • PHOTOS BY ANDY OLENICK

Removing finish trim is a skill that will come in handy for any home restorer. Plumbers and electricians often cut through trim to do their upgrades, roughhousing kids and fast-moving pets can damage old or delicate baseboards, and it's often necessary to patch-in repairs—not to mention that after a century of painting, trim often needs stripping to regain its luster and reclaim its profiles. Read on to discover how it's done.

1. First, assemble your tools. For this project, you'll need five basic tools (pictured clockwise): a claw-foot hammer, pry bar, wooden shim (a paint stirrer works in a pinch), nail-pulling pliers, and a utility knife.

2. Start in a corner. Begin by using the utility knife to carefully score through the paint, making several passes over all areas where individual trim components intersect, as here between the baseboard molding and the quarter-round shoe molding.
3. Next, place the shim behind the pry bar to protect the adjoining trim pieces, and leverage the bar as a wedge to begin prying the shoe molding away from the baseboard. Work slowly and deliberately. If the shoe molding seems stuck, move the pry bar to the floor, and gently work it between the floorboards and shoe molding to help loosen things up. Always place a wooden buffer behind the tool to protect adjacent pieces from scratches and dents.

4. As the shoe molding begins to loosen from the corner, slowly move down the wall. Once you’re able to get the pry bar beneath a section of shoe molding, it will become easy to liberate the rest of the molding to the nearest scarf joint.

5. Once you’ve completely removed the section from the wall, use the hammer’s claw or a pair of nail-pulling pliers to firmly grasp the finish nails and pull them out through the back of the board. This prevents any damage to the surface, splitting of the molding, or dings to the painted surface.
Born Again

AN AMBITIOUS REBUILDING PROJECT BROUGHT BACK GRASS LAWN, A STATELY 1850S HOME WIPED OUT BY HURRICANE KATRINA. By Jay Pridmore

Many buildings have risen along the Mississippi coast since Hurricane Katrina landed its punch in 2005. But very few embody the Spanish-moss-and-mint-julep spirit of the Old South quite like Grass Lawn, a stately Greek Revival home with an airy two-story galerie that overlooks the Gulf of Mexico.

Katrina destroyed the original Grass Lawn, leaving hardly a trace of the mansion that was built around 1850 by a wealthy surgeon and landowner. It was one of thousands of tragedies the storm left behind. Officials of the City of Gulfport, which owned the house and operated it for weddings and receptions, decided to rebuild Grass Lawn exactly as it was before the storm. They assumed its classic lines and relative simplicity would make for a straightforward project.

It wasn't quite that easy.

TOP: Grass Lawn—so iconic that it graces the City of Gulfport's official logo—stands once again along the town's beachfront.

INSET: Early 20th-century photos of Grass Lawn, such as this one from 1918, helped the preservation team reconstruct crucial details, such as the width of the zigzags on the balustrades fronting the galerie.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE & HISTORY.
Gaining Support

"Normally we don't recommend reconstruction," says Ken P'Pool, director of the Historic Preservation Division of the Mississippi Department of Archives and History, which ultimately oversaw the design. This idea is based on the theory that resources are scarce and are better devoted to existing historic properties. "But we believed that with this particular property and this particular disaster, it deserved special consideration."

For historians as well as Gulfport residents, Grass Lawn was a rare touchstone of the coast's antebellum past, already diminished by previous hurricanes and new casinos that had popped up along the beachfront.

Rebuilding Grass Lawn looked like smooth sailing at first, with $1.6 million quickly assembled through a combination of insurance, aid from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and a special federal fund of $500,000 approved by Congress specifically for Grass Lawn. The last amount was intended to make up the difference between FEMA's bare-bones reconstruction guidelines and the level of attention required to rebuild Grass Lawn according to the Secretary of the Interior's standards.

Getting funding, it turned out, was the easy part. The project hit its first roadblock when it came time to get approval from the Gulfport City Council. One council member vociferously objected to rebuilding, arguing that Grass Lawn was a reminder of the slave-owning South, and there were many more serious needs in the city ravaged by Katrina. That evening, with a mere quorum of the council present, the project was voted down. Only later did public uproar prompt the full council to meet again and vote to approve reconstruction of the house, long regarded as one of the Gulf Coast's most important architectural landmarks.

Digging Up Details

Exactly re-creating a 160-year-old house is a daunting prospect. In this case, state preservation experts and the City of Gulfport agreed to forgo unseen aspects of authenticity such as hand-hewn timber and pegged joinery, and concentrate on visible elements. The new house would have modern framing and mechanical systems, and meet up-to-date code standards. But exposed elements would be replicated with a verisimilitude that eluded even the pre-Katrina original, which had been renovated and altered over time.

The design of the house—a box with two identical stories, three rooms wide and one deep—was straightforward, and
the detail was mostly geometric. But the preservation team knew that re-creating the house wouldn't be as easy as it seemed. While Grass Lawn's vernacular style meant uncomplicated lines and ornament, it also meant that it was builder-designed, without any known architect and absolutely without surviving drawings. Later plans used in recent restorations were found, but they lacked the level of detail needed to re-create moldings and other details.

What followed was a thorough exercise in forensic architecture at a level rare even for the state specialists, who usually have remnants, if not old plans, to go on. In this case they had photographs, some from the federal Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS), which shot Grass Lawn in 1978, and others that had survived from various sources. Piecing these images together with historical descriptions and drawings collected from a series of previous restorations, they were able to reassemble the house piece by piece. "It was like a Sherlock Holmes story," says P'Pool. "We were looking for minute clues to reproduce the smallest details."
Retracing the footsteps of Grass Lawn’s original owner helped to unlock some valuable insights. Dr. Hiram Alexander Roberts maintained his primary residence in Port Gibson, Mississippi, a hundred miles northwest on the Mississippi River, not far from the wealthy city of Natchez. This connection provided important clues, especially for preservation specialist Ron Miller, who had previously served as the longtime executive director of the Historic Natchez Foundation. Miller believes the Robertses almost certainly brought builders and craftsmen with them to build their summer home. Photos showed molding profiles familiar to historic homes in Natchez, including ogee-and-angle moldings. “When you see that, you know it was built [within a few years of 1850],” Miller says.

Identifying Grass Lawn’s original construction date and the provenances of its craftsmen guided other conclusions as well. Photos showed capitals on exterior columns—not the leafy, carved versions of the Greek Revival’s high style, but rather cut, beveled, and assembled like a puzzle—as it turned out, not too different from those on Miller’s own house in Natchez. “It was the way many people did it at the time,” he says, “but you won’t find it in an architecture design book of the period.”

Past Meets Present
Determining form is one thing; reproducing it to exact dimensions is quite another. For the kind of precision that separates historical preservation from the merely suggestive, computers made all the difference. Miller and colleague Christy James imported digital photos into the Autodesk program of their computer-aided design (CAD) system. Using base measurements from known existing documents—mostly plans from a 1970s restoration—plus a rich photographic record, they calculated dimensions for dozens of details to fractions of inches. It was more time-consuming than they ever could have imagined, and not without stubborn ambiguities.

For example, the “accordion rails,” the zigzag-patterned balustrades fronting the galleries, seemed in photos to be too thin and delicate for the 1850s, based on similar features from the time in Natchez. Miller supposed they had been replaced after a previous hurricane, possibly Hurricane Camille in 1969. Miller and James used an early 20th-century photo, showing the original, stouter version of the railings, to make drawings for the millwork shop.

Even more exacting were the profiles of window and door casings, for which photographic evidence was limited to small parts of larger photos. Miller and James knew, based on the restoration plans available, the precise width of most openings; from there, they extrapolated other measurements, using Photoshop to enlarge images, increase contrast, and even measure shadows in moldings otherwise flattened by the camera. “We went back and forth, trying to extract [dimensions] from the shadows in various places,” Miller explains.

Mission Accomplished
For a successful project, such precise planning must be matched by equally exacting craftsmen and builders. At Grass Lawn, although everyone is pleased with the end result, a few glitches—mostly “cupping” floorboards in the galleries—delayed the completion and dedication of the project. While neither the city nor the architect would discuss it due to the litigation involved, this particular defect points in part to the use of new-growth pine flooring in the replicated structure, which has a wider grain and greater tendency to warp. More generally, contractor problems speak to the difficulties of using low bids—necessary in government-funded work—for historically based projects that require highly specialized construction techniques.

For this preservation team, the lesson was to leave nothing ambiguous in the pre-bid design stage. Ultimately, however, the success of a project like this will be judged against people’s memories, which are shaped by countless minute details and incised by the passage of time. And memory has always played a vital role at Grass Lawn. “The building has had such symbolism and memories for the community,” says P’Pool. “It was that symbolism that we wanted to retain.”

Jay Pridmore writes about architecture and historic preservation from his home in Lake Forest, Illinois. His books include Chicago Architecture & Design (Abrams, 2005).
Henry Ford once assured Americans they could buy his automobiles in any color they wanted—as long as it was black. Clearly, he was a man who knew his own mind.

So when he was persuaded—either by his wife, Clara, or his personal secretary, E.G. Liebold (or possibly both of them)—to throw his company's much-vaulted assembly-line practices into homebuilding, there was no question things were going to be done his way.

Ford's way, for both houses and automobiles, called for good design, efficient construction, quality materials, precise workmanship—and plenty of potential buyers. The buyers had to provide stable ownership and reliable maintenance so that the product's value remained high. Henry Ford may have been socially progressive, but he was above all a canny businessman.

Building Beginnings

The arguments for a Ford-backed subdivision in Dearborn, Michigan—the Detroit suburb where Ford resided and where he had just built a tractor factory—were impressive. The new factory's work force was drawn mostly from Detroit, where housing was scarce and expensive, and which required workers to take a long trolley ride to and from their jobs. To make matters worse, post-World War I America was caught up in a real estate speculation boom that forced home prices skyward. Ford saw an opportunity to provide well-built homes that middle-class...
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Distinctive historic district signs are posted at each entry street. The decorative arched hood that appears over many doorways is one of several handsome Colonial features. The most popular models were A (bottom left) and B (bottom right), similar yet distinctive in design. OPPOSITE: With Arts & Crafts massing and Colonial details, Model F was one of Albert Wood's six basic designs for Ford Homes.
families could afford, and that ambitious working-class families could reasonably aspire to someday own.

The Dearborn Realty and Construction Company (its board of directors composed of Clara Ford, E.G. Liebold, and young Edsel Ford) intended to address all of these problems. The company bought a platted nine-acre site, bounded on the north by the Michigan Central Railroad tracks near the tractor plant, and laid plans for its experimental subdivision.

Building began in 1919 and continued into 1920. The construction crew consisted of 250 to 500 workers from Ford's plants, and work was organized like any assembly-line project—each team and worker had a specific task. The tools and materials were all at hand, delivered from on-site facilities—a planing mill, lumber warehouse, a plumbing and tin shop—or by freight cars.

### Surprising Variety

The project architect, Albert Wood, drew plans for six different models, beginning with (surprise!) Model A and running through Model F. Most houses had three bedrooms; a few had four. All of the houses were two stories tall with central chimneys, and were uniformly blocky in shape. Yet, by manipulating building elements and varying the orientation of the buildings, Wood was able to create the illusion of many different designs.

One eye-fooling device was to group the houses in sets of three or four, varying setbacks for the groups from 24' to 36'. While every house faced the street, this ruse helped to create a feeling of variety and privacy, and increased the sense of spaciousness.

Stylistic variations—some small, others a bit bigger—also provided distinction despite the houses' similar footprints. The Ford Homes are sometimes described as "Colonial," but a closer look reveals that they are actually good, early 20th-century house types, generally in the Arts & Crafts mode, enlivened by a few Georgian or Colonial Revival details—round-
The houses on Nona Street show Wood's varied designs, with alternating setbacks and attractive landscaping. The arched entry hood set on scrolled consoles is found on many of the houses. The small hanging lantern at its center is original.

Exploring Dearborn

There are many reasons you might find yourself in Dearborn, a bustling corporate metropolis and the home of The Ford, as the famous Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village is officially called. But one extra draw to this near suburb of Detroit is its lovely subdivisions, particularly the Ford Homes District. The boundaries are clearly marked by Ford Homes Historic District signs, but the core of the original subdivision is on Beech, Nona, and Park streets between Military and Nowlin. Ninety-four houses built in 1919 are on Park and Nona; 156 more were constructed on Beech, Edison, Francis, Gregory, and Military in 1920.
Architect
Albert Wood

Born in New York City, Albert Gardner Wood, Jr. (1886-1973) was the son of a builder-cabinetmaker; he trained with his father before heading to the West Coast at the age of 19, where he worked in a Seattle architect's office by day and pursued his professional studies through night-school and correspondence courses.

Around 1912, Wood moved to Detroit, where he met an important client: automaker Henry Ford. By 1919, Wood, now a seasoned architect and member of the American Institute of Architects who had already designed Dearborn's Ford Hospital, was a natural choice to design Dearborn's Ford Homes.

The Depression prompted a move back to New York, where he soon set up what would become a well-known family interior design firm on Long Island. Known as Albert Wood and Five Sons, the company remained in business until 1988.
were equipped with modern conveniences like electric stoves. A single bathroom was on the second floor, convenient to the bedrooms.

Although the emphasis on careful workmanship never flagged, worsening economic conditions over the construction period made some changes in materials necessary. The oak floors and cabinets used in the earliest houses were replaced in later ones by humbler woods like fir.

**Accommodation for All**

Like the houses, lots were comfortable but not overly large. They included front and rear yards with room for small gardens, trees, shrubs, and ornamental planting. Underground wiring with electric poles located in the 20'-wide alleys running behind the houses made modern conveniences possible. Odd as it seems for a subdivision associated with America's premier automaker, garages were optional rather than standard features—possibly to control costs. (Ford's pragmatism was legendary.) Only a few were built, and they were located, as was usual at the time, at the rear of the building lot.

Ford opened the subdivision to everyone, not just his own employees (many of whom could not have afforded the $5,750 to $9,750 price tags), but they had to meet certain criteria: He demanded stability and "suitability" of all prospective owners. In order to prevent real-estate speculation, owners had to agree not to sell their homes for five years, and the Dearborn Realty Company reserved the right to buy back any house within that time if an owner showed signs of moral or financial undesirability. Since this was the Prohibition Era, making or selling alcohol was a forbidden activity, as at least one wine-making homeowner found to his sorrow.

Henry Ford wanted to provide his workers with stable, affordable, and well-built houses and neighborhoods, but he wanted even more to demonstrate to builders, developers, and speculators that this could all be done efficiently and profitably. Looking at Dearborn's Ford Homes (a local landmark district today), it is clear that he achieved his goal. The houses are still attractive, intact, and well-kept; the lawns are crisp; and the streets are filled with neighborly activity—not bad for a 92-year-old experiment.

---

LEFT: Some houses, like this Model F, have brick first floors, with upper stories either shingled or clapboarded. Extensive use of triple windows characterizes the district's houses.
Arts & Crafts Showcase

Ann Wallace
We have been providing window treatments for period homes for over 24 years. Please view our custom hand painted or stenciled roller shades and appliqued curtains with period hardware. Patterns, stencil templates and kits as well. Extensive library of applique and stencil designs to choose from.
213-614-1757; www.annwallace.com
Circle 007 on Free Information Card

Cats Eye Craftsman
Gary Knapp builds fine functional furniture in the Craftsman Tradition in various sizes and styles. Each clock-unique, numbered, and signed—is typically oak and walnut with accent pieces of natural stone, fired tile, brass, or leather.
www.catseyecraftsman.com
Circle 010 on Free Information Card

Craftsman Lights
Website of Craftsman and Mission style lamps and lighting fixtures, such as Quoizel's Stephen Geometric table lamp.
800-736-0126; www.thebrightspot.com

Designs In Tile
Getting the details right...Since 1978, producing limited edition, unique hand-decorated and historically inspired tiles and panels. Also, offering "Historic White" subway tile and trim. In stock and ready for delivery. Order direct from our website.
530-926-2629; www.designsintile.com

Emmet's Hill Wood & Glass
Exceptionally fine art objects of wood, stained glass and metal in the Arts & Crafts tradition.
• Made by hand • One at a time • Let's design something for your home.
978-290-8379; www.EmmetsHill.com

Michael Colca, Furnituremaker
From conception to finish, furniture meticulously considered and crafted, advised by and imbued with excellence in craftsmanship, every detail, every project.
800-972-5940; www.michaelcolca.com
Circle 022 on Free Information Card

The Persian Carpet
Arts & Crafts Carpet Collection
The most authentic and beautiful rugs in the Arts & Crafts tradition come from our looms to your floor. View our outstanding selection of designs and styles online, at a dealer near you, or call for a catalog. Our newest design—Coming Winter 2011 - Field Lillies
919-489-8362, www.persiancarpet.com
Circle 027 on Free Information Card

The Roycroft Inn
Experience Arts & Crafts history at The Roycroft Inn. A meticulously restored national historic landmark providing the utmost in style, comfort and luxury with 28 guest suites and exceptional restaurant.
877-652-5552; www.roycroftinn.com
Circle 031 on Free Information Card

The Stickley Museum at Craftsman Farms
Now celebrating Craftsman Farms 100th Anniversary. This 30 acre national historic landmark is the only home Stickley ever designed and built for his own use. Open for tours year round.
973-540-0311; www.StickleyMuseum.org
Circle 036 on Free Information Card
Stickley
For more than a century, L. & J.G. Stickley has been crafting some of America's finest furniture, including the historic Mission Oak as well as Mission Cherry. www.stickley.com

Terra Firma Ltd.
Handmade Stoneware Tile
Refreshingy captivating. Handmade Stoneware Tile with original designs true in spirit to the Arts & Crafts tradition.
803-643-9399; www.TerraFirmaArtTile.com
Circle 041 on Free Information Card

Wall Words
Decorate with Wall Words. Easy-to-apply rub-on transfers for walls and mirrors. Preview your phrase, check the lengths, colors and fonts before buying at wallwords.com. For a free catalog call 888-422-6685, for 20% discount for all products online, enter 310809 in cart.
888-422-6685; www.wallwords.com
Circle 044 on Free Information Card

OLDHOUSEonline

- Repairs and how-tos
- Shop hard-to-find period products and specialty services
- Join the old-house online community to share photos and stories, post questions, and connect with other old-house enthusiasts

Terra Firma Ltd.
Handmade Stoneware Tile
Refreshingy captivating. Handmade Stoneware Tile with original designs true in spirit to the Arts & Crafts tradition.
803-643-9399; www.TerraFirmaArtTile.com
Circle 041 on Free Information Card

Wall Words
Decorate with Wall Words. Easy-to-apply rub-on transfers for walls and mirrors. Preview your phrase, check the lengths, colors and fonts before buying at wallwords.com. For a free catalog call 888-422-6685, for 20% discount for all products online, enter 310809 in cart.
888-422-6685; www.wallwords.com
Circle 044 on Free Information Card

www.oldhouseonline.com

www.oldhouseonline.com

AUTHENTIC COLONIAL PERIOD WOODEN BLINDS
Free Brochure • Authentic Design • Free Measure Guide
Show off your windows with high quality, custom fabricated wooden blinds. Delivered to your door in 4 to 6 weeks, at a cost comparable to generic blinds.

AMERICANA

800-269-5697

www.shutterblinds.com
Weekend Warrior or Pro? Doesn't Matter.....

The original finish on your antiques is important to maintain. If the finish needs a little bit of help, don’t go to the extreme of stripping it. Restore it - with Howard Restor-A-Finish and Feed-N-Wax. Most wood finishes that seem to need a complete refinishing job can be restored in about an hour. Simply wipe-on and wipe-off. Follow up with a coating of Feed-N-Wax to maintain the restored finish. Restor-A-Finish is available in 9 finish colors. Call today to find out where to buy Howard Products in your area or visit our dealer locator online.

Howard Products, Inc.
560 Linne Road • Paso Robles, CA 93446
(805) 227-1000 • www.howardproducts.com

Antiques Show • House Tours • Book Signings • Craft Demonstrations • Small Group Discussions •

"the most important weekend of the year for Arts & Crafts collectors."

— The New York Times

25th National Arts & Crafts Conference and Antiques Show
Grove Park Inn Resort and Spa • Asheville, NC • Feb. 17-19, 2012
Contact Bruce Johnson at (828) 628-1915 • arts-craftsconference.com

• Workshops • Contemporary Crafts firms Show • Educational Exhibits • Books, Magazines & More
A.E. Sampson & Son Ltd.
The Sampsons have specialized in solid wood flooring, paneling and stair parts for three decades. We offer well-managed, mature growth, antique and reclaimed woods. Floors are milled in Maine by trusted family craftsmen, a good fit for green building. A broad selection of species, grades, widths and lengths are available.
800-769-6196; www.aesampsonandson.com

Abaton, Inc.
LiquidWood® and WoodEpox®, used extensively for restoring deteriorated wood for more than 30 years, are now GREENGUARD Certified. This certification requires that products be independently tested and found to have very low emissions of air pollutants.
800-835-0121; www.abaton.com

Acorn Manufacturing
Acorn is the finest and largest manufacturer and distributor of forged iron builders hardware in the United States, dedicated to providing the highest quality products, timely delivery and the most knowledgeable and courteous customer service.

Alameda Shade Shop
Custom Roller Shades
Old-fashioned roller shades to fit your style of home. Many patterns to choose from. Finest wood rollers and classic materials are used in our roller shades. Personal attention to details.
510-522-0633; www.shadeshop.com

Bendheim Cabinet Glass
More than 150 original decorative glass types for your home or office from the leader in specialty glass. Now available directly through the Bendheim Cabinet Glass online store.
800-221-7379; www.bendheimcabinetglass.com

Carlisle Wide Plank Floors
Since 1966, Carlisle has been crafting traditional wide plank wood floors. Now offering our new Watermill texture, which replicates the look of floors whose boards were originally rough sawn at riverside mills centuries ago.
800-595-9663; www.wideplankflooring.com

Chestnut Specialists
Antique remilled plank flooring of chestnut, oak, or pine, and hand hewn antique posts and beams. All flooring wood is hand selected, kiln dried, then remilled to customer specifications.
860-283-4209; www.chestnutspec.com

Classic Gutter System
Classic Gutter Systems offer a complete half round gutter system in copper, aluminum and Galvalume including an extensive selection of cast fascia and downspout brackets.
296-665-2700; www.classicgutters.com

Climate Seal
For nearly 30 years the Climate Seal™ storm window system has built a reputation for being the most effective and versatile storm window system on the market.
877-773-7379; www.climateseal.com
Crown Point Cabinetry
Crown Point Cabinetry handcrafts the finest quality custom cabinetry for your entire home. Period styles include Shaker, Arts & Crafts, Early American, Victorian, Transitional and Contemporary. Available direct nationwide. 800-999-4994; www.crown-point.com

Decorators Supply
Est. 1883. 13,000 applied ornaments. Hand cast plaster rosettes, crown and complete plaster ceiling designs. Hundreds of periodic capitals and brackets in numerous sizes. 800-792-2093; www.decoratorssupply.com

Eldorado Fireplace Surrounds
Eldorado Fireplace Surrounds are handcrafted to create the authentic appearance of natural limestone at a fraction of the cost and installation time. Order direct online! www.eldoradofireplaces.com

Lopi
Lopi has gained a reputation for the quality of construction, the beauty of our stoves and fireplace inserts, performance you can trust, along with our commitment to your satisfaction. www.lopistoves.com

Mon-Ray, Inc.
For over 60 years, Mon-Ray, Inc. has been the leader in high performance storm windows for historic projects to conserve energy, reduce noise and retain original appearances. 800-544-3646; www.monray.com

Old Village Paint Colors
Gel Wood Stain and Clear Varnish. Great for use on kitchen cabinets, paneling, furniture, wood decorative pieces, floors and more. 800-498-7687; www.old-village.com

Sunrise Specialty
Freestanding dual bath tubfill/hand-shower with porcelain handles. The product line includes fine period bathware featuring solid brass fittings, titanium glazed cast iron tubs, all assembled and finished in California. 510-729-7277; www.sunrisespecialty.com

Valor Fireplaces
The Valor President is ideal for intimate spaces, requiring only 11“ depth and 26“ width. Generous flames provide radiant and convective heat, ample for a surprisingly large area. 800-468-2567; www.valorfireplaces.com

Window Quilt*
Insulated shades, since 1978. Warm in winter cool in summer. An old window with a Window Quilt is more energy efficient than expensive replacement windows. See the video brochure at our web site. 802-246-4500; www.windowquilt.com

www.oldhouseonline.com
For all of the delights that come with a stay at The ROYCROFT Inn – beautifully restored suites with handcrafted lamps, Stickley furniture, whirlpool tubs and wi-fi among them – it's the intangibles that make it truly extraordinary. Part of THE ROYCROFT CAMPUS, a nationally designated historic landmark, the Inn's glorious past breathes from every floorboard. When you decide to stay here, you're not just making a reservation. YOU'RE MAKING HISTORY.

Spend Tomorrow in Yesteryear.

Refinement.

Artisans, craftsmen and master carpenters apply their crafts using ornamental wood mouldings and architectural millwork to create a sense of beauty and elegance beyond compare. Though defined by craftsmanship, Driwood’s commitment to service creates an unparalleled experience from design through installation. While beauty is in the eye of the beholder, it truly lives in our hearts.

DRIWOOD

1-888-243-9663 | www.driwood.com | sales@driwood.com

$20 +
FREE shipping and handling
(A $19 savings)

2 Special Issues For One Low Price!

The Old-House Guide is your ultimate restoration resource.

Kitchen Classics is the essential guide for creating your own classic kitchen!

Get your copies today!

scan with your smartphone

To order go to OldHouseJournal.com/store and enter code Fall2011combo at checkout!

800.860.7279

www.oldhouseonline.com
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Always in Style

Fine Reproduction Hardware & Lighting
www.HOAH.biz

HOUSE OF ANTIQUE HARDWARE

Old Village
PAINT COLOURS
“OFTEN Imitated—Never DupliCated”

Makers of Fine Historic Restoration Paints and Colours.
Natural Earth Pigments and 100% Acrylic.

Rich Colours, Highest Standards of Durability and Amaz ingly Easy to Apply for a Stunning Finish.

Paintmakers since 1816 • Dealer Inquiries Invited
(800) 498-7687
WWW.OLD-VILLAGE.COM

Mill-built Architecture for Classic American Homes

Ask about our Custom Kitchens

Copyright Connor Homes. Photography by Jim Kauffman

Exquisite exterior and interior home packages delivered worldwide.
Catalog, plans and additional information available.
Please come for a visit and personal tour.

www.connorbuilding.com

1741 Route 7 South, Middlebury, Vermont (802) 382-9082
Circle 013 on Free Information Card

**Climate SEAL**

- Magnetic interior storm window for maximum efficiency and easy removal!
- Helps maintain the integrity and improves the efficiency of your existing windows.
- 40-60% improved thermal efficiency.
- Rapid payback through energy cost savings.
- Elimination of drafts and condensation.
- 50-80% sound reduction from the exterior.
- Filters harmful ultra-violet light to protect against sun damage and fading.
- Custom colors, shapes and designs are the standard.
- Extensive dealer & installer network available or DIY approved.

877-773-7379
sales@climateseal.com • www.climateseal.com

---

**Wood Flooring**

Made in Maine

Real wood floors locally milled by trusted family craftsmen

A.E. Sampson & Son
Maine's finest natural wood flooring
www.aesampsonandson.com 800-769-6196

---

**O303. TILING COMPLETE**

Learn trade secrets from the professionals. This book contains more than 850 photos and drawings as well as detailed instructions, to guide you through every step.

Retail $21.95 / SALE $18.66


---

**O206. BUNGALOW KITCHENS**

Bungalow Kitchens can easily be made to function for the twenty-first century without compromising their integrity. This book offers tips on everything from design and dealing with professionals, to the appliances that will work for your kitchen.

Retail $39.95 / SALE $33.96

---

**O503. SUCCESS WITH TABLESAWS**

The tablesaw is the foundation of most serious workshops, whether amateur or professional. The author, Michael Burton covers the following subjects—components and accessories, dust control, setting up your saw, safety, techniques and making use of jigs.

Retail $19.95 / SALE $16.96


---

Scan with your smartphone
Manufacturer of Custom Historical Tile

- 1" Hexagon
- 1/4" x 1/4" Square
- 3/4" x 19/16" Subway
- Basketweave
- Spiral
- All other Historical Sizes

501.455.1000
www.restorationtile.com

TIN ROOF RESTORATION

The Space Age Solution for Weatherproofing Historic Roofs

Acrymax coatings and systems help you restore, beautify, and protect a variety of historic roof types, as well as masonry and stucco walls. A long-lasting, environmentally safer alternative to other systems. Acrymax systems are easy to apply and come in a variety of colors. Call today for a free brochure on the Acrylic system tough enough to stop leaks cold.

Preservation Products, Inc.

1-800-553-0523
221 Brooke Street • Media, PA 19063
610-565-5755 • Fax: 610-891-0834
www.preservationproducts.com

CRAFTSMAN LIGHTS

Website of Craftsman, Mission, Mica & Tiffany Lamps & Lighting Fixtures

thebrightspot.com
800-736-0126

LIVE YOUR LIFE ON A WORK OF ART.

Transform your home with an exquisite floor, custom made for you by Carlisle.

Contact us to receive your complimentary brochure.

wideplankflooring.com
1-800-595-9663
PRESERVING OUR TILE HERITAGE
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SUBWAY CERAMICS

Preserving our tile heritage

order samples online
www.SubwayTile.com

THE DESIGN CENTER SOURCEBOOK
The must-have resource for period-inspired homes!
Find everything for your old-house project – hardware, lighting, plumbing, decor, floor and wall treatments, and more. Browse for ideas, find inspiration, and search suppliers.

Order today at DesignCenterSourcebook.com or call 1-800-850-7279. $17.99 includes shipping.

NEW! 2011 EDITION

Presented by OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS

ELEGANT CUSTOM-MADE RADIATOR enclosures in 3 classic grill styles, 6 standard powder-coated colors. Unlimited custom colors and custom features, too!
It’s the “finishing touch” to any room – and the easiest part of any renovation!

EXCLUSIVE:
• Secure on-line ordering!
• Best radiator enclosure prices!
• Serving homeowners since 1934!

NEW! 2011 EDITION

Order today at DesignCenterSourcebook.com or call 1-800-850-7279. $17.99 includes shipping.

Presented by OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS

ELEGANT CUSTOM-MADE RADIATOR enclosures in 3 classic grill styles, 6 standard powder-coated colors. Unlimited custom colors and custom features, too!
It’s the “finishing touch” to any room – and the easiest part of any renovation!

EXCLUSIVE:
• Secure on-line ordering!
• Best radiator enclosure prices!
• Serving homeowners since 1934!
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SUBWAY CERAMICS
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THE 18TH ANNUAL
PHILADELPHIA
INVITATIONAL
FURNITURE SHOW
AT THE 23RD STREET ARMORY

March 23-25
SHOWCASING EXCEPTIONAL ARTISAN MADE FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS IN AN INTIMATE SALON ENVIRONMENT

This year we moved downtown to the historic 23rd St. Armory, convenient to 30th St. Station, major bus and trolley lines, and the Marketplace Design Center.

See website for details.

www.PhilaIFS.com 215-387-8590

Friday March 23 6 - 9pm
Preview Party featuring an auction to benefit CERF+

Saturday March 24 11am - 7pm
Sunday March 25 11am - 5pm

Preview and Weekend pass $15
Single day $12
Advanced Single Day Ticket $10
call or visit the website to order
Receive $1 off one admission with ad.

www.philaIFS.com 215-387-8590

Invest in Beauty
Curtains & Roller Shades

Old fashioned window treatments stenciled or plain, in many colors & fabrics. Styles for Arts & Crafts, Victorian & 18th Century homes & early industrial. New fabrics & designs. Please view our large textile collection & our new free downloads and booklets on line.
Ann Wallace • 213-614-1757 • www.annwallace.com

Sundial Wire
Cloth-Covered Electrical Wire

new wire, UL listed over 20 styles, colors, gauges rayon or cotton braid over PVC most are exclusive to Sundial all wire made in USA 413-582-6909 FAX 413-582-6908 custserv@sundialwire.com

www.sundialwire.com

The Art of Transformation

"Our purpose is to create a unique synthesis of art, ornament and architecture in every installation." DesignsInTile.com since 1978 530.926.2629

Citrus Paint Remover Paste™

Put it on. Take it off. Use it again & again!

★ Removes Multiple Layers
Removes lead-based, oil and latex paint as well as varnish, stain and other finishes in one application.

★ Reusable
Use on exterior & interior No neutralizing Non-caustic

Order your introductory quart for only $11! - includes shipping.

USED ON AMERICAN LANDMARKS!

Rock Island Light House Dear County, IN • U.S. Capital Building Washington, DC
Governor’s Mansion Frankfort, KY • Saint Mary’s Hospital Milwaukee, WI

ABR is actively seeking distributors, dealers, and product representatives.

American Building Restoration Products, Inc. www.abrp.com • 1-800-346-7532

The Egg and Dart pattern can be found in Roman/Greco architecture. The egg represents life and the dart, death. $42.00

Charleston Hardware Company www.charlestonhardwareco.com 866 958 8626
✓ Restore Cracked Walls
✓ No Toxic Fumes
✓ Easy Water Cleanup
✓ Energy Saving
✓ Vapor Barrier
✓ Stabilizes and strengthens walls and ceilings
✓ Encapsulates lead-based paints
✓ One Day Application
✓ Remove No Trim
✓ Cost Effective

Specification Chemicals, Inc.
www.nu-wal.com
800-247-3932

The Perfect Storm!

Innerglass® Interior Storm Windows:
• Maintain the charm and beauty of your existing windows
• Significantly reduce heating and cooling bills
• Compression-Fit to eliminate drafts completely
• Gratefully reduce outside noise
• Are perfect for enclosing screen porches
• Save energy, save money and save science!

1-800-743-6207 • www.stormwindows.com

EVERYONE DREAMS IN COLOR
For thirty years, our exterior color schemes have made dreams come true. The Color People, 920 Inca Street, Denver, CO 80204. 800-541-7174; www.colorpeople.com

GEORGE YONNONE RESTORATION
Structural repair specialist serving America’s Antique Homes, Barns and Log Cabins since 1970. Professional sill beam replacement and timber repair services Nationwide service. Consulting by appointment.
george@gyrestorations.com. 413-441-1478

Elmira Stove Works
RANGES • COOKSTOVES
RANGE HOODS • MICROWAVES
REFRIGERATORS • DISHWASHERS

Let us build one for you.
ElmiraStoveWorks.com
1 800 295 8498

BENDHEIM
Cabinet Glass
Did you really think you had to settle for plain old glass?

www.BendheimCabinetGlass.com
Explore over 150 of our finest glasses, all available online and delivered directly to your door, ready to install.
CUSTOM LETTERED BRONZE PLAQUES
For Your
HISTORIC HOME

ERIE LANDMARK COMPANY
National Register Plaques
Medallions to Roadside Markers
Call for FREE Brochure
800-874-7848
WWW.ERIELANDMARK.COM

BINGHAM
WIDE PLANK FLOORING
ANTIQUE WOOD • WAINSCOT
EST. 1946
99 Route 12 • Brookline, NH 03033-2502
603-671-4149 • 866-PINE-FLOOR
WWW.BINGHAMLUMBER.COM

www.CustomForgedHardware.com
Door Handles / Locks
Strap Hinges (functional & faux)
Forged Steel, Bronze & Copper
Kitchen & Hearth / Garage & Barn
Repairs/Restoration / Reproduction
Truly Hand Forged / Made in the USA
Kayne & Son
Custom Hardware
100 Daniel Ridge Road, Dept OHJ, Candler, NC 28715
828.867.8868 • Catalogs $5.00

www.VintageDoors.com
Screen & Storm Entrance Units
Arch/Round Tops
Interior Doors
3 Season Porches
Quality doors made just for you!
Any Design
Any Size
Any Wood
FREE Catalog: (800) 787-2001
Hand Crafted Since 1990

www.oldhouseonline.com


WAVERLY, NY—Gothic Victorian. Large, spacious 1800s home boasts 5 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, granite counters & new appliances. Beautiful staircase, family room w/fireplace, elegant woodwork, stained and leaded glass windows & so much more. 3rd floor attic is partially finished. Privacy fenced. $129,000. United Country’s Specialty Catalog features vintage homes and farms steeped in history. United Country, 800-999-1020, Ext. 108. www.unitedcountry.com/old


BELLAIRE, MI—Acclaimed Queen Anne Victorian circa 1890 B&B is one of the most photographed buildings in the nation. 6,600 sq.ft. on 1/2 acre corner lot. Handcrafted birdseye woodwork, three fireplaces, original lights, hand painted ceilings! 4 bedrooms w/private baths plus 3rd floor innkeepers’ quarters. 2005 carriage house w/2 suites and 2-bay garage. Popular tourist area. $675,000 turn-key; $500,000 real estate. 231-533-6111. www.grandvictorian.com/forsale.htm

WEST NEWTON, PA—The Plumer House, circa 1814 and 1846, wood frame with brick addition. Situated on the banks of the Youghiogheny River, it features two and a half stories, 4 original fireplaces, chair rails, and doors and trim of colonial design. On the National Register. Property is offered for sale via written proposal; request proposal package. Mark Harvey Smith, Real Estate Consultant to the Mon Valley Initiative, 412-585-2227. www.downtownwestnewtonperealestate.com
**Historic Properties**

**SPOTLIGHT PROPERTY**

**PROSPERITY, SC**—This circa 1890 Queen Anne is an unpolished jewel located in a fast growing area of the South Carolina upcountry. A wonderful structure that retains original woodwork, doors, staircase and more. Awaiting a preservationist to shine her back to her former glory. Home, B&B or office, this National Register eligible property has many uses. Owner financing available. $68,000. Michael Bedenbaugh, Palmetto Trust, 803-896-6234. www.palmettotrust.org

**LAGRANGE, TN**—190 Walnut Street. Circa 1847 antebellum home on 6+ acres in the middle of town. 80% of Town of LaGrange is on Historic Register. Needs moderate restoration. Features 6 bedrooms, 8 fireplaces, winding staircase, 9-foot ceilings, heart pine floors, pretty woodwork, built-ins, balcony and screened porch. 1 hour east of Memphis. Wonderfully priced at $225,000. Mary Jean Smith, Banyan Tree Realtors, 901-853-8666 or 901-359-2520. www.maryjeansmith.com


**GALVESTON, TX**—Circa 1891 cottage saved and stabilized by Galveston Historical Foundation. Repairs to the exterior include foundation, roof, siding and windows. New composition shingle roof installed over radiant barrier plywood decking. Buyer to design and build out the 1,500 sq.ft. interior including all systems in a way that best suits their lifestyle. Garage apartment. $98,500. Brian Davis, Galveston Historical Foundation, 409-765-3419. www.galvestonhistory.org

**HOWARDSVILLE, VA**—Restored Greek Revival home in Albemarle County. Circa 1853 mansion with original smokehouse and 810 square foot cottage. Spacious rooms, heart pine floors, 12 fireplaces, and a cupola. Double parlor with pocket doors; gourmet kitchen with adjacent family room; billiard room with wet bar and entertainment area; and office area. 4 bedrooms, 3.5 baths. Multiple outbuildings. Mature boxwoods and cedar grove, gated entry, and pool. Property adjoins the James River. 102 acres for $2,995,000; 292 acres for $4,595,000. Natt Hall, Valley Real Estate Brokers, 434-242-9893. www.monticola.net

**TAYLOR, TX**—Stunning solid brick home, circa 1903, on 1+ acre in the Austin area. Updated and remodeled, 4,000+ sq.ft. 4 bedrooms, 3.5 baths. Intricate molding, columns, tin ceilings, stained glass, crystal chandeliers, 4 fireplaces, decorative stencilling, long leaf pine floors, and elevator. Wraparound porch, porte cochere, pool. 400 sqft. carriage house with bath. $539,900. Lauren Powell, Capital City Sotheby’s International Realty, 512-695-0679. www.1720WLakeDr.com

**CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA**—An elegant Victorian property, this 1898 home has been restored maintaining all its original beauty with modern conveniences. Over 4,500 square feet, the property has 4 bedrooms with 3.5 baths on three levels. With almost half an acre in landscaped gardens, the mountain views extend from the large front porch. $645,000. Ann Hay Hardy, Frank Hardy, Inc., Realtors, 434-296-0134 or ahardy@farmandestate.com

Home Is Where the Hearth Is

Poet and author Mary Y. Robinson begins her preface to Artistic Mantels with the following statement: “There is an old saying that a man’s home is his wife’s heart, and we instinctively feel that a woman’s home is the fireplace.” A man or woman could practically make a home in the “Pascal” fireplace above, whose built-in accoutrements—including a slender bookshelf and grandfather clock—imbue it with many of the artistic comforts of a small bungalow.

Chas. F. Lorenzen & Company of Chicago was a leading turn-of-the-century manufacturer and distributor of all things fireplace (from wood mantels and gas inserts to decorative andirons and facing tile). Their designs for Artistic Mantels reflected the popularity of the Arts & Crafts movement, with bold features such as medieval-style hand carvings, pithy inscribed mottoes, leather paneling, butterfly joints, leaded doors and appliqués inset with art glass, and elaborately tiled fireplace faces and hearths. Also available? The remarkably realistic terracotta “Odorless Gas Log Set”—a bit of familiar fireplace fakery that no doubt put the ideals of Stickley and Hubbard to the test.

We can’t say whether these icons of Arts & Crafts authenticity would have appreciated Lorenzen’s inclination to pack each mantel with all of the movement’s bells and whistles, but we suspect they’d have at least been sympathetic to the company’s unwavering devotion to the fireplace. As Robinson reminds us, “There is nothing cheering, social, or ancestral about a radiator.” Ouch.

Bo Sullivan is the historian for Rejuvenation and the owner of Arcanus Period Design in Portland, Oregon. He is an avid collector and researcher of original trade catalogs.
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Whether you have a passion for old-houses, or love custom wood homes, we’ve got you e-covered.
Identity Crisis

When old houses try too hard to change their appearance with off-the-shelf fixes, they can end up losing their sense of self. Take, for example, these two Queen Anne Victorians on the same street. The house at left is secure in its personality, proudly displaying original gable and hipped rooflines, double-hung windows, and a spindled porch. The house on the right, meanwhile, appears to have lost its way underneath a row of modern windows jutting through the roof, a patchwork of new siding, glaringly undersized replacement windows, and a porch that treads too far beyond the building envelope.

“This is a very confused Victorian,” notes our contributor. We think that when old houses fall into the wrong repair hands, it’s easy for them to become disoriented.